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Abstract 

 

Around the world, there are a number of policies encouraging penetration of wind generation 

in the electricity industry. The proposed large increase in the penetration of wind generation 

has raised concerns about the continued security and reliability of the operation of the 

network.  

The Market participants who are willing to provide the balancing services offer their services 

to the Transmission System Operator, TSO. In case of any system imbalances, the offers are 

listed in a merit order list and the cheapest offer will be selected. This selection is regardless 

of balancing service provider’s nationality. If congestion happens, some other offers will be 

used to relieve congested line. This results in different prices for balancing services in 

different areas. 

This methodology is based on the corrective actions in the market for balancing services 

given the dispatch information from the spot market.  

With the increased penetration of wind generation into the electricity industry, the demand for 

balancing services is increasing. Under these windy scenarios, it might be more efficient to 

use preventive actions in the spot market rather than doing corrective actions in the market for 

balancing services.  

This master thesis aims at showing the advantages of this new paradigm of the organization of 

the electricity market based on preventive actions. With this purpose, an integrated model of 

the electricity market was built in GAMS software and run for different scenarios and 

configurations of the grid. Comparisons are made at the end of this document in order to point 

out the superiority of this new approach over the traditional corrective model. 
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Nomenclature 

 
Indeces 

i Node of the system 

l Power line of the system 

N Set of nodes of the system 

L Set of power lines of the system 

�� Set of power lines connected to node i 

�� Set of nodes connected with HVDC link 

 

Parameters 

�� Variable cost of generator at node i 

����� Maximum output of generator at node i 

����	 Minimum generation required for generator at node i 


� Maximum capacity of power line l 
� Minimum capacity of power line l 

��
�,� Power Transmission Distribution Factor between line l and net power 

injection at node i 

NTC Net Transmission Capacity 

�� Resistance of power line l 

PLoss Power losses due to Joule effect 

�
� Marginal Loss Factor at node i 

�
� Marginal Delivery Factor at node i 

�� Fictitious nodal demand at node i 

��
���� Maximum injection in node i ��
���� Maximum withdraw in node i 

����
 Up-regulation cost at node i 

�����	 Down-regulation cost at node i 

∆����� Variation of the maximum capacity of generator at node i 

∆�� Variation of the demand at node i 

 

Variables 

�� Output of generator at node i 
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� Flow of active power through line l 

��
���� Power injection or withdraw at node i ∆����
 Up-regulation provided by generator at node i 

∆�����	 Down-regulation provided by generator at node i 

 

Slackness variables 

� Slackness variable for the energy balance constraint 

�����	 Slackness variable for the lower limit of the power lines ����
  Slackness variable for the upper limit of the power lines 

�����	 Slackness variable for the technical minimum of the generators ����
 Slackness variable for the technical maximum of the generators 

�����	 Slackness variable for ∆�����	 ����
 Slackness variable for ∆����

 

�����	 Slackness variable for the lower limit of the HVDC link ����
 Slackness variable for the upper limit of the HVDC link 

 

Binary variables 

 ����!"  Binary variable for the lower limit of the power lines  ���!"
 Binary variable for the upper limit of the power lines 

 ����!#
 Binary variable for the technical minimum of the generators 

 ���!#
 Binary variable for the technical maximum of the generators 

 ����	!$
 Binary variable for ∆�����	 

 ���!$
 Binary variable for ∆����

 

 ����!%
 Binary variable for the lower limit of the HVDC link 

 ���!%
 Binary variable for the upper limit of the HVDC link 

 ���!& Binary variable for the lower NTC limit 

 ��!& Binary variable for the upper NTC limit 
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1  

Introduction 

 
1.1  Analysis of previous studies 
The starting point of this thesis is the work carried out by M.R. Hesamzadeh and M. Amelin 

exposed in [1]. This paper tries to understand the impact that the increasing penetration of 

wind energy production is having in the rise of balancing costs due to its uncertain nature. 

There is a two-stage game model which is used for simulating the performance of the spot 

market and the balancing market. In the first step the spot market is cleared and prices for 

each of the areas, if congestion occurs, are provided. With these data, the second part of the 

model is fed for clearing the balancing market depending on the dispatch set in the spot 

market. The mathematical formulation considers the spot market as the inner problem and the 

balancing market as the outer problem. 

 

Another paper which sees wind energy as the main responsible and reason for caring about 

the reduction of regulation costs is [2]. It proposes a model of a multi-area system (based on 

areas made up of nodes) for trying to improve the frequency control and therefore cut down 

the costs associated with regulation. The model handles large uncertainties due to the 

inclusion of wind power but neglects the impact that load forecast could have.  

 

Other factors that influence the performance of the balancing market are pointed out in papers 

like [3]. In this case, the factor whose effect on the prices of the balancing market wants to be 

studied is the possible integration of market for balancing services of two different countries 

or systems. The paper focuses on the integration carried out by Norway and the Netherlands. 

Norway’s energy mix is rich in hydropower (almost 100%) and the Dutch system is based on 

fired-power plants, much more expensive and technically difficult to operate. Apparently, the 

integration is beneficial for both systems. Prices fall down in Holland while Norwegian 

producers can make business selling their energy at a higher price. Nevertheless, the risk of 

getting undesirable effects, such as an increase of balancing prices in Norway due to the 

displacement of a majority of the bids to more profitable areas in the Netherlands, is faced 

when the interconnection between both markets is large enough. Apart from this drawback, in 
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total, the benefits of market integration for the enhancement of the reliability and efficiency of 

the systems are larger than the possible negative aftermaths. 

 

Trading arrangements are other features to take into account when it comes to balancing 

market. In [4], It is studied the effect that planning horizon, pricing of wind imbalances and 

increased consumption flexibility have on the settlement of the successive markets, especially 

the balancing market, and the change in the revenues of the different players who take part in 

the market, i.e., wind energy producers, large and small utilities and retailers. Having a quick 

overview of the results shown in this paper, the implementation of these features would result 

in an improvement of the efficiency and competitiveness of the market. This would be, at the 

same time, beneficial to all players in almost all cases since these changes would hedge them 

from the uncertainties derived from forecast errors. On the other hand, it is critical to analyze 

if the benefits exposed above pay off the investments required for being able to implement all 

these improvements in the system. 

 

The study developed in [5] explores the possibilities of a better connection of both the spot 

and the balancing market but it explores only the possibility of settling both of them at the 

same time, not preventing the balancing market. It is found a very detailed model in the paper 

with multi-area pricing, transmission congestion, transmission losses and four kinds of 

regulating services. Also the formulation is based on AC OPF, which is more accurate but 

much less faster than DC OPF [6]. 

 

When it comes to balancing market in the electricity industry, the terminology used is usually 

confusing. Starting with the term balancing market itself, according to [7], different 

interpretations can be found leading to misunderstandings. With the aim of clearing this idea 

we introduce a few definitions provided by [7]. 

 

Balancing market: It is the place where the services for providing real-time energy are traded, 

consisting of two main components known as procurement of balancing services and 

settlement of imbalances. 

 

Procurement of balancing services: Since the liberalization of the electricity market, most of 

the Transmission System Operators (TSO) in the different national systems have transferred 

their assets for balancing services in order to safeguard their independency and well 

functioning of the electricity market. This leads to the need of the TSO of procuring those 

services from other actors in the market. 
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Settlement of imbalances: In order to cover the costs associated with the procurement of real-

time energy and to discourage the rest of the parties to rely on real-time services a number of 

fees are charged to the users of these services in a more direct or indirect way. This process is 

known as the settlement of imbalances. 

 

Apart from the definitions provided in the first part of [7], the study continues with a detailed 

analysis of how the balancing markets are organized in different power systems in Europe: 

France, Germany and more specially the Netherlands and Belgium. The purpose of this is to 

identify the common and most important features which define the performance of a 

balancing market. All this is done in order to being able to give a design which addresses 

properly the costs of the procurement of balancing services to the users and responsible of 

these services, i.e. grid users and balance responsible players (BRP). The concept of cost-

reflectiveness guides the scope of the design of this market organization through the whole 

thesis. It is found as a main requisite for the good performance of the market.  

 

In the second part of the thesis the focus is on implementing cross-border balancing markets. 

A qualitative study is carried out assessing the benefits and additional costs using a self-

developed framework. For the quantitative study a bunch of methodologies are exposed to 

measure the impact in the common welfare always taking into account the possible different 

imbalance settlement procedures in the concerning countries. In this work the methodologies 

are applied to the Belgian-Dutch border but could be applied to any others. 

 

So far, the majority of the installed power is onshore wind farms, but the trend is towards a 

sharp increase of the wind power produced offshore [8]. Countries like the United Kingdom, 

Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands have ambitious plans with this source of energy. 

According to this trend, [9] tries to implement a system for including this power produced 

offshore in onshore electric grid. This paper develops a control system of the converters 

located at the extremes of HVDC links connecting wind turbines offshore and the electric 

network. It also points out the benefits that this new approach could have in the supply of 

electric energy in oil and gas plants in the North Sea. Currently, these plants are energized 

with gas fired turbines, much less efficient and pollutant when it comes to CO2 emissions. All 

systems are connected with HVDC links due to the large distances which separate them. 

These links are also included in our model. There are two proposed ways for the deployment 

of  this infrastructure: one is connecting each of the wind farms planned with mainland and 

the second is, additionally, connecting with each other in order to create an offshore grid 

which is suppose to increase the reliability and security of these interconnections. 
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1.2  Motivation of the project 
Taking into account the prospective developments of the different characteristics described 

above, such as the increasing penetration of wind power, either in the form of offshore wind 

farms or on main land, and the introduction of innovative techniques for the control and 

operation of the electric system like the ones described in [4], it is clearly seen that a main 

challenge of the coming environment for the electricity market is reducing the costs 

associated with balancing services. 

The idea of this project is shifting the order of the problems exposed in [1] to prove that the 

balancing market could be used to prevent the actions to be taken instead of just following the 

results obtained after the clearing of the spot market. This alternative approach would reduce 

the regulation costs associated to the activation of up-regulation or down-regulation bids, 

main responsible factors of the bill of the balancing services. 

 

1.3  Objectives 
In order to accomplish this aim, reducing the balancing costs, two models for economic 

dispatch of the spot market and the balancing market are developed. One based on the 

traditional scheme of performing of the electricity market: First the spot market is cleared and 

second the balancing market takes as inputs the solution dispatch of the spot market and the 

contingencies which can occur. The second one taking the approach of integrating both 

markets with the aim of making a more efficient use of the available resources for maintaining 

the equality of power demand and generation thanks to the preventive actions to be taken 

under this scenario rather than the current corrective actions.  

 

1.4  Methology/Develped solution 
The methodology followed in this project has been to design and implement two systems for 

simulating the economic dispatch under with and without wind power uncertainty. The results 

obtained are compared to highlight the benefits that the use of preventive actions in the spot 

market rather than corrective actions in the market for balancing services would have in the 

reduction of the balancing costs. 

 

1.5  Resources/Tools used with that purpose 
The two aforementioned models have been written and run in the GAMS environment using 

the CPLEX solver for linear programming. Afterwards, results were exported to the 

spreadsheet Microsoft EXCEL to handle the data and obtaining the conclusions. 
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2  

Formulation of the two-stage 

problem of the electricity 

market 

 
2.1  Introduction 
This chapter describes the two-stage model of the Electricity Market. It is based on the 

traditional formulation of the Optimal Power Flow for Direct Current models (DC-OPF) and 

the theory of marginal pricing for economic dispatch [10]. It is a linear problem with an 

objective function which has to be minimized in this case, as we are trying to reduce the costs, 

subject to a set of linear constraints. First we have the problem that solves the dispatch of the 

spot market and after the formulation of the balancing market is explained. At the same time, 

the process of selling electricity in a liberalized market will be explained from the moment 

when the very first private contracts are traded until the settlement of imbalances already 

commented in [7], focusing on the case of Sweden. Figure 1 taken from [11] helps to illustrate 

this process with all its steps:  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Timescales of electricity markets[11] 
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2.2  Bilateral Market 
Private contracts between producers and consumers can be traded freely in the bilateral 

market long before the actual time of physical delivery of the energy.  

As it is an operation completely private, buyer and seller can agree on any price and amount 

of energy to be traded. Although this market does not form part of the aim of the project, it 

constitutes the place where the major quantity of electricity is traded. Therefore, the TSO 

should be aware of any bilateral contract settled before the Spot Market despite it is not a 

central actor of the process. 

 

2.3  Spot Market 
Most of the liberalized electricity markets have a power pool where producers and consumers 

or their respective representatives meet for trading the electricity capacity they have not sold 

previously in the bilateral market. The Spot Market is organized as a public auction where 

selling bids are matched with buying bids in aggregated curves, as shown in figure 2. The 

point where they meet, the “Spot”, sets the price for electricity to all players regardless if they 

are buying or selling. It also establishes the amount of energy that will be delivered, since 

bids, both selling and buying, which are left to the right of the cross spot are not accepted. 

Bids must specify how much power and for how long the market participant wants to trade it 

and the lowest/highest price they would accept for selling/buying energy. This market takes 

place in most of the countries one-day-ahead and settles the production according to the 

forecasted consumption in every trading period (every 1 hour in most of the countries). This 

way the cheapest offers are selected and overall costs of the system are minimized in favor of 

the common welfare. 

 

 
Figure 2. Spot Market and traded quantity for a given hour h [12] 
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When the market is cleared by the market operator, the scheduled dispatch is sent to the TSO 

and the different participants. The TSO checks the feasibility of the proposed dispatch and the 

process continues with the opening of the balancing market, which is explained in the next 

chapter. 

Sweden, Norway, Finland and East Denmark form a common power system, the so-called 

NORDEL. It is a joint power system synchronously interconnected. The Spot Market is also 

organized commonly and receives the name of “ELSPOT”. Each of the countries also 

constitutes a subsystem or “ELSPOT area” because of the constraints and bottlenecks 

produced in the cross-border interconnections. However any producer or consumer can buy or 

sell their electricity in any country regardless its nationality. The only impediment is the 

physical limitations of the grid. This problem is solved by the TSO through different market-

based mechanisms. In the case of Sweden, the Elspot closes at 16:00 the day-ahead and the 

first schedule of the generation is sent to the TSO. 

 

2.3.1 The standard formulation of economic dispatch problem 

Each generator has a marginal cost assigned according to the technology it is representing and 

the aim of the OPF formulation is minimizing the total costs of the system at the time demand 

is matched with the production scheduled. The linear constraints of the OPF are the thermal 

limits in the transmission power lines, the technical minimum and maximum outputs of the 

generators connected to the grid and the continuous balance between electricity demand and 

generation. 

Other assumptions are that the voltage magnitudes are all equal to 1 and that the reactive 

power and the elasticity of the demand are neglected.  

For the shake of simplicity it is considered that there is only one generator and one load per 

bus. It is assumed that all the generators in a bus are of the same technology and can be 

modeled as the total capacity installed in that bus. 

The model is described below: 
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Equation 1. Objective function 
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Equation 2. Energy balance constraint 
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Equation 3. Capacity constraints on transmission lines 
 ����	 I �� I ����� , M' O T Equation 4. Capacity constraints on generating units. 
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The original problem of power flows is a nonlinear problem which relates active and reactive 

powers [13], P and Q, with voltages and angles of each of the nodes of the system. The focus 

will be in the flows of active power: 

 
� A V�VWJ�� �XY Z�K @ ��V�[ Equation 5. Full expression of AC active  power flows 
 

Where, V� voltage at node i VW voltage at node j �� admittance of the power line in this case a� susceptance of the power line Z� voltage angle difference between the nodes i and j 

The assumption stated before considering all voltages equal to 1 p.u. eliminates the possibility 

of calculating Q due to the reactive power flows take place only if there is a voltage difference 

between two nodes. The expression of the active power remains like this: 

 
� A ��J�XY Z� @ 1K b a� Y'( Z�  Equation 6 
 

Taking into account that voltage angles differences are small, cos θe f 1 and sin θe f θe, the 

expression can be written as: 

 


� A a� + Z� Equation 7. Relation between voltage angles and power flows 
 a� can come close to 1 j�k  for values in real power lines, accepting an error of less than 1%, 

yielding: 

 
� A 1j� + Z�  Equation 8 
 

Where j� is the series reactance of power line l in per unit magnitude. 

Denoting the branch-to-node incidence matrix as A, θ as the vector of voltage angles, X as the 

diagonal matrix with the series reactances of the lines and �� as the vector of power flows in 

each of the lines, the expression can be formulated in matrix way as: 

 mnZ A o
� Equation 9 
� A qo!.mnrZ Equation 10 
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It must be noted that for making feasible this expression, it is necessary to remove the 

corresponding rows to the slack node in both A and θ matrices. 

Representing P the vector of net power injections in each node, but removing the one of the 

slack bus, a relationship between net power injections and power flows can established with 

� A m
�. Combining both expressions a linear relationship between net power injections and 

voltage angles is obtained: 

 � A qmo!.mnrZ A aZ Equation 11. Relation between net power injections and voltage angles 
 

Where B has a sparse and symmetric structure and its terms depend only on the terms of the 

diagonal reactance matrix X. 

Continuing with the substitutions, the vector of voltage angles θ can be replaced obtaining the 

final expression with the Power Transmission Distribution Factors (PTDF) matrix: 

 
� A qo!.mna!.r� A ��
 + � Equation 12. Relation between power flows and net power injections through PTDF factors. 
 

These factors mean how much the power flow in line l is changing if the net injection at node 

i increases in one unity. Therefore they are extremely useful to calculate how the power flows 

are affected by the outage of a facility in the system or a sudden variation of the demand.  

 

2.3.2 Net Transmission Capacity 

The limits of the transmission power lines already commented are set due to the thermal limits 

that the isolators can withstand in steady state operation or that allow maintaining the position 

of the power lines within a safe distance from the ground, the trees around or other power 

lines. However, sometimes the single limit of a line does not keep the system within margins 

for safe operation. That is why a new constraint made up from the sum of the power flows of 

different power lines which constitute a group with electric meaning, i.e., a group of power 

lines which transport power inside or outside an area. It is known as Net Transmission 

Capacity (NTC) [14]. The addition of the power flows is limited due to frequency stability 

and sometimes can be less than the initial limit consisting simply in the addition of the limit 

of each of the power lines. For example: 

 T� I 
�-. b 
w-[ b 
�-x I T� Equation 13. Net Transmission Capacity JNTCK constraint 
 

2.3.3 Transmission Losses 

The losses of energy due to Joule effect during the transmission of the electricity have also 

been taken into account. They have been modeled according to the formulation suggested in 
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[6]. The calculation of the losses term requires the reformulation of the equations already 

exposed and the addition of some new factors. These factors are: 

• Marginal loss factor at Node i. It relates the net injection of power in one node with 

the increase of the total losses of the system. If positive it means an increase in the net 

injection in node i implies an increase in the total losses of the system and vice versa: 

    

�
� A z�w�{{z��  Equation 14. Marginal Loss Factor 
 

Where �
�   Marginal loss factor at Bus i �w�{{  Total loss of the system �� A �� @ �� Net injection at Bus i 

 

• Marginal delivery factor at Node i. This is an auxiliary term for making the 

formulation with losses. If the loss factor is positive then the delivery factor is 

negative and vice versa: 

 

�
� A 1 @ �
� Equation 15. Marginal Delivery Factor 
 

Where, �
�  Marginal delivery factor at bus i 

 

• Losses of the system: They are caused due to the circulation of the electric currents 

through the cables and can be calculated as the sum of the losses of each of the power 

lines: 

 

�w�{{ A * 
�[ + ��
w

�-.  

Equation 16. Active power losses of the system 
 

Where, ��  series resistance of power line l 

 

Deriving the expression of the losses respect to the net power injection in each of the 

nodes, it is possible to obtain the value of the marginal loss factor for every single 

node. 
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z�w�{{z�� A zJ∑ 
�[w�-. + ��Kz��  Equation 17 
 

The value of the flows of active power, in a DC model, can be calculated as the total 

contribution of the net injection in each node based on the superposition theorem, 

applicable only to linear problems. The value of the PTDF terms is highlighted in this 

expression: 

 


� A * ��
�,�
w

�-. + J�� @ ��K A * ��
�,�
,

�-. + ��  

Equation 18 
 

Continuing with the derivation of the total power losses of the system, it is obtained 

the final expression of the marginal loss factors: 

 

�
� A z�w�{{z�� A zJ∑ 
�[ + ��w�-. Kz�� A 

A * �� + 2
� + z
�z��
w

�-. A 

A * 2 + �� + ��
�,� + �* ��
�,�
,

W-. + �W�w
�-.  

Equation 19. Derivation of power losses respect to net power injections. 
 

In [6], it can be found a clear example for understanding the meaning of these new 

concepts: 

 

 
Figure 3. Three-bus system with Bus B as the reference bus [6] 

 

In this example the slack bus is the bus B, any disturbance in the balance between 

generation and load will be absorbed by this bus. For example, in the case there was 

an increase of generation that would not be balanced by the load in bus A, the flows 

coming to bus B or alternatively to buses B and C may be augmented, increasing the 

total losses of the system. On the other hand, in the case there was, for example, a 

decrease of the load in bus C, the flows with direction to buses B and C would see a 

reduction and therefore there would happen a reduction of the losses caused by the 

flow of energy. In the first example exposed, the marginal loss factor related to bus A 
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would be positive, as an increase of the net injection in the mentioned bus would 

increase the losses of the system. In the later example, the marginal factor of bus C 

would be negative, as an increase of the net injection of energy in that bus reduces the 

losses of the system. 

Hence, a positive marginal loss factor implies a marginal delivery factor greater than 1 

and a negative marginal loss factor leads to a marginal delivery factor less than 1.  

It can be seen that it is necessary to know the net injections of energy in each node to 

calculate the marginal loss factors and at the same time these factors influence the 

final dispatch cleared by the market. It is not possible to include these new factors and 

solve the whole problem at the same time without losing the linearity. 

In order to avoid non linearity, an algorithm of solution is proposed in [6]: 

1. A lossless LP-based DCOPF is solved setting LFi = 0, DFi = 1, and PLOSS = 0. 

2. The dispatch result is used to estimate the values of LFi, DFi and PLOSS of the 

next iteration. 

3. The DCOPF problem is solved again, but this time taking into account the new 

values estimated in the previous step. 

4. This process continues until the criteria of convergence are met. In this case 

the criteria of convergence chosen is that the absolute value of the difference 

between the PLOSS in the last iteration and in the one before the last is less 

than a tolerance ε. 

The final values of LFi, DFi and PLOSS taken as valid are the ones obtained in the 

last but one iteration. 

The problem of optimization to be solved remains like this: 

 

�'( * �� + ��
,

�-.
 

Equation 20. Objective function. 
 

* �
��{� + J�� @ ��K,

�-.
b �w�{{�{� A 0 

Equation 21. Energy balance constraint with losses. 
 


� I * ��
�,� + J�� @ ��K,

�-.
I 
�L , MN O � 

Equation 22. Capacity constraints on trasmission lines. 
 ����	 I �� I ����� , M' O T Equation 23. Capacity constraints on generating units. 
 

Where, 

�
��{�   estimated delivery factor at Bus i from the previous iteration 

�w�{{�{�    estimated PLoss from the previous iteration 
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It is stated in [6] that this algorithm is as much as 60 times faster than an ACOPF 

problem. Although it is obvious that the longer the algorithm is executed the closest to 

the exact result the solution will be, it is also affirmed that very accurate results are 

gotten for less than 5 iterations. 

It has probably already called the attention of the reader the fact that in the energy 

balance constraint, the term PLOSS is added to the equation rather than substracted. The 

reason to this is that by adding the marginal delivery factors, the losses of the system 

are overestimated considering the double of them, hence the term PLOSS is used to 

offset this error according to [15]. A rigorous demonstration can be found in [6] too. 

It also should be noted that, a priori, system losses can be calculated in two ways: 

 

�w�{{{��� A * ��
,

�-.
A *J�� @ ��K,

�-.
 

Equation 24. Scheduled system losses 
 

And 

 

�w�{{��� A *J�� + 
�[Kw
�-.  

Equation 25. Actual system losses 
 P�������� denotes the scheduled losses of the system according to the dispatch given by 

the market. It is equal to the addition of all net injections in the system. 

P�������  denotes the actual losses of the system. This is the value which is considered for 

the iterations. The convergence of the algorithm should bring both numbers to the 

same value, PLoss, which constitutes the real value of the losses. 

Including the aforementioned terms marginal delivery factors DFi and PLoss the effect 

of the losses are addressed in the energy balance equation but the power flows are still 

calculated as the problem was lossless. This makes the generators to rise their outputs 

to cover the losses and the slack bus to assume the mismatch.  

 In order to deliver the losses of the system in a more evenly way, reference [6] 

presents a new concept, fictitious nodal demand (FND). The aim is reflecting the line 

losses in the flows of the system. FND is used to spread the losses among the nodes 

which are connected through the transmission lines where the losses occur. They are 

modeled as loads allocated in each of the extremes of the lines. The larger the losses in 

a line are, the larger the corresponding load is added to the nodes which the line links. 

This way, the mismatch at the reference bus due to the losses is shared by all the nodes 

of the system. The illustrations below help to understand the new concept: 
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Figure 4. System with line resistance [6] 

 
Figure 5. System with FND to represent line losses [6] 

 

Following the notation used in [6] the FND at bus i is denoted as: 

 

�� A * 12 + 
�[ + ��
��

�-.  
Equation 26. Fictitious Nodal Demand JFNDK at Bus i. 

 

This term is nonlinear, therefore, in order to keep the linearity of the problem, each 

time it is included in the expression of the line flows, it is estimated with the data of 

the previous iteration: 

 


� A * ��
�,� + J�� @ �� @ ���{�K,
�-.  

Equation 27. AC power flows including FND estimation. 
 

With the new terms for allocating the power losses the formulation remains like this: 

 

�'( * �� + ��
,

�-.  
Equation 28. Objective function. 

 

* �
��{� + J�� @ ��K,
�-. b �w�{{�{� A 0 
Equation 29. Energy balance constraint with losses. 
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� I * ��
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�-.
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Equation 30. Capacity constraints on transmission lines with FND factors. 

 ����	 I �� I ����� , M' O T 
Equation 31. Capacity constraints on generating units. 

 

2.3.4 HVDC Links 

Apart from the losses and the Net Transmission Capacity constraint, the system designed to 

carry out the study also includes HVDC links between the different islands that form the 

network. Those links are modeled as loads in one of the extremes of the link and as generators 

in the other extreme establishing that what is withdraw from the extreme of the load is the 

output of the generator in the other extreme. Also there is a limit for the power you can 

transmit this way, but the difference with the modeling of the AC network is that the DC 

flows are completely controlled, in other words, the flows are decision variables and can be 

set to any value for reducing the objective function value as much as possible as long as the 

limits of the variable (limits of the link) are respected. 

Including the terms in the previous equations and changing them a little just for the sake of 

simplicity, the following equations are obtained: 

 

�'( * �� + ��
,

�-.  

Equation 32. Objective function. 

 

* �
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Equation 33. Energy balance constraint with DCFLOW’s. 

 


� I * ��
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Equation 34. Capacity constraint on transmission lines with DCFLOW’s. 

 ����	 I �� I ����� , M' O T 

Equation 35. Capacity constraint on generating units with DCFLOW’s. 

 T� I 
�-. b 
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�-x I T� 

Equation 36. Net Transmission Capacity (NTC) constraint 

 

2.4  Balancing Market 
The dispatch cleared in the spot market may be feasible according to the TSO but the forecast 

errors both in the load and the wind power generation and the outages that might happen 

during the real-time delivery of the energy compromises the safe operation and reliability of 

the system. For this purpose there is a second intraday bilateral market and a market for 

procuring balancing services in real time. 
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In the intraday bilateral market, market players who traded electricity previously can change 

their contracts taking into account new information available and better forecasts. It is also 

possible to create new contracts as long as they are made a certain time before the time of 

delivery.  

The second market designed to handle the deviations of the market players from their 

schedules is the balancing market. In this case, market players offer the quantity of power 

they can provide for up and down regulation and set the price for getting these services. In the 

case of up-regulation, it is the lowest price they would be willing to sell their energy in the 

balancing market. In the case of down-regulation, it is the highest price of the electricity they 

would pay for buying electricity in the balancing market, or in other words, the price they 

would be willing to pay for reducing the output of their generators. This market is managed 

by the TSO, which is always the buying counterpart and has a central role in this market in 

comparison with the spot market. Whereas, there are similarities between both markets like 

the aggregation of the up-regulation and down-regulation bids in curves. The TSO takes the 

necessary offers according to technical aspects and activates them, if necessary in real time.  

When both markets are closed, short time before the time of delivery of the energy, final 

dispatches are sent to the TSO and no more changes or submissions of offers can be made. 

The TSO starts the operation of the system in real-time and market players are subject to the 

responsibilities undertaken in the different agreements. 

According to [16], balancing services are provided through three different regulating 

mechanisms: 

• Primary regulation. It is in charge of restoring the balance between generation and 

consumption and is automatically activated short after a contingency in the system 

occurs. It also aims at stabilizing the frequency at some point in order to getting it 

back to its default value (50 Hz in Europe) in the subsequent regulation. This kind of 

regulation is out of trading and is usually required by the TSO among the different 

facilities which are able to provide it. 

• Secondary regulation. It is activated a few seconds after the primary regulation in 

order to substitute it with other technologies not as fast as primary regulation but able 

to act for a longer period of time. The purpose of this second regulation is bringing the 

frequency back to its initial value and restoring the exchanges between different 

control areas.  

• Tertiary regulation. This reserve is the final one and is activated after some minutes, 

when the contingency is still present in the system and secondary regulation is 

finishing soon. These are usually the services which are open to trade in the Balancing 

Market. This regulation is not automatic and must be manually activated after the call 

by the TSO. These services can be provided by those generators which have a “gap” 

between the current output and their upper limit in the case of up-regulation and by 
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those which were running at some point of operation and can reduce their output when 

it comes to down-regulation. Figure 6 illustrates this concept for a better 

understanding. 

 
Figure 6. Reserve for upward and downward regulation [12] 

 

In the NORDEL system, the balancing market is named ELBAS. It is a balancing market 

formed by any participant coming from the NORDEL members. All bids are ordered by price 

and are selected by the TSO when congestions occur regardless of their nationality [17]. 

• Primary regulation. This service is procured through individual contracts between the 

TSO market players in all members of NORDEL. Therefore, this service is not traded 

in the ELBAS market. Both power availability (SEK/MW) and energy production 

(SEK/MWh) are rewarded. Svenska Krafnät, the Swedish TSO, owns gas turbines 

with a installed capacity of 400 MW and has signed contracts with owners of facilities 

for being ready to provide this primary response [17]. 

• Secondary regulation. There is no secondary regulation in the NORDEL system. 

Unlike the UTCE countries the only automatic regulation is the primary regulation 

• Tertiary regulation. This is the only service traded in the ELBAS market. It has to be 

manually activated after the selection of the bid by the TSO and only the delivered 

energy is paid. 

According to what was explained above, the only balancing service open to competitiveness 

in the ELBAS market is the tertiaty regulation. Therefore the modeling of this market is based 

on how this mechanism works. The equations of the balancing market are very similar to the 

Spot Market but now the decision variables are ∆����
 and ∆�����	 instead of ∆�� ,which has 

been fixed by the spot market in the previous step. Furthermore, now the stochasticity of the 

problem resides in the changes that the demand and the maximum output of wind power can 

experience: 

 

�'( * ����,

�-.
+ ∆���� b * �����	

,

�-.
+ ∆�����	  

Equation 37. Objecive function in the Balancing Market. 
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Equation 38. Energy balance constraint in the Balancing Market. 
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Equation 39. Capacity constraints on transmission lines in the Balancing Market. 
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Equation 40. Capacity constraint on generating units in the Balancing Market. 
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Equation 41. Net Transmission Capacity (NTC) in the Balancing Market. 

 

2.5  Imbalance settlement 
During the real-time operation of the system, deviations respect to the scheduled generation or 

the forecasted consumption appear. Those contingencies are handled as explained above, but 

it has a big cost for the system and the TSO to procure those services to the different users of 

the electric network. Those costs must be paid by the so-called Balance Responsible Players 

(BRP). These market participants are in charge of ensuring that the scheduled generation is 

the actual generation and that the scheduled demand is the actual demand. In the case any 

BRP fails to fulfill their commitment, the costs of the imbalances are split among the 

responsible. This process can be carried out in many different ways. The case of NORDEL is 

explained below and can be found in [17]. 

First the actual generation and load is measured and responsibilities are cleared in the case of 

imbalance for each of the BRP. These data are entered into Svenska Krafnät’s settlement 

system.  

According to what situation occurred in the system during the imbalance, the prices are settled 

in different ways. They depend on whether the TSO needed up-regulation or down-regulation 

to maintain the system balanced. Every player who took part in the balancing mechanism has 

to pay or get paid depending on whether it had a short or long position. The four possible 

cases in the Swedish market are shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Four different settlement cases for balance power [17] 

 

a) In this case, Svenska Kraftnät had to procure only up-regulation services in the 

balancing market. BRP’s with a short position, in other words, market players who 

produced less energy than committed, have to pay the upward regulation tariff. The 

rest of the participants are paid with the spot price of the corresponding trading 

period.  

b) No regulation had to be activated because all BRP’s fulfilled their commitments, 

therefore, all players get paid with spot price.  

c) There are few trading periods when both types of regulation are activated. These 

cases are settled according to which regulation represents the greater energy volume. 

If there was more up-regulation activated than down-regulation, up-regulation fee is 

applied like in case a) and vice versa. In the hypothetical case that the amount of up-

regulation is equal to the down-regulation, all players are paid with the spot price. 

d) This is the opposite case to case a). Here down-regulation had to be activated by the 

TSO. BRP’s still get paid for their excess of energy produced but it is paid with a 

lower price than the one settled in the spot market. This is the typical case which 

happens when there is a short estimation of the wind power forecast and wind 

turbines produce more energy than initially committed. 
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3  

Formulation of the integrated 

model of the spot market and 

market for balancing services 

 
3.1  Introduction 
This chapter explains the formulation followed to integrate both markets. It is based on the 

substitution of the equations of the balancing market by its equivalent optimality conditions 

(KKT conditions).  

 

3.2  Spot market 
The equations of the Spot Market remain the same as exposed in the previous chapter: 
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Equation 42. Objective function in the Spot Market. 
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Equation 43. Energy balance constraint in the Spot Market. 
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Equation 44. Capacity constraints on transmission lines in the Spot Market. 
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Equation 45. Capacity constraints on generating units in the Spot Market 
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Equation 46. Net Transmission Capacity (NTC) in the Spot Market 

 

3.3  Balancing market 
Here, the KKT conditions developed for the balancing market are explained. In first place 
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there is the Lagrangian function of the problem: 
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Equation 47. Lagrangian function of the Balancing Market 

 

Where, �, �����, ����, �����, ����, �����, ����, ��O�����	, ��O��
�� , ���� �(� ��� are the Lagrange 

multipliers of the constraints of the problem. As a reminder the expression of the power flows 

is showed again here to make understanding the NTC constraint easier.   
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Equation 48. Expression of the power flows in the Balancing Market. 

 

And the conditions that can be derived from the Lagrangian are the stationary conditions: 
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Equation 49. Derivative of the Lagrangian respect to the up-regulation of each unit. 
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Equation 50. Derivative of the Lagrangian respect to the down-regulation of each unit. 
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Equation 51. Derivative of the Legrangian respect to the DCFLOW’s. 
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Equation 52. Dual feasibility. 

 

Complementary slackness conditions: 
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Equation 53. Lower boundary of the capacity constraints on transmission lines. 
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Equation 54. Upper boundary of the capacity constraints on transmission lines. 
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Equation 55. Lower boundary of the capacity constraints on each generating units. 
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Equation 56. Upper boundary of the capacity constraints on each generating units. 
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Equation 57. Up-regulation must be a non-negative variable. 
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Equation 58. Down-regulation must be a non-positive variable. 
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Equation 59. Lower boundary of the HVDC link. 
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Equation 60. Upper boundary of the HVDC link. 
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Equation 61. Lower boundary of the NTC constraint. 
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Equation 62. Upper boundary of the NTC constraint. 
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These equations break the linearity of the problem. In order to handle this, they are 

reformulated as a mixed integer linear programming problem (MILP). This makes the 

problem bigger and tougher to be solved but still allows KKT conditions to guarantee the 

global optimality of the solution found. Therefore, the reformulated complementary slackness 

conditions are: 

 

@��1 @  ����!"� I 
� @ * ��
�,� + ��� b ∆���� b ∆�����	 @ J�� b ∆��K � ��
����O�� @ ���,
�-.  

I ��1 @  ����!"� , MN O � @�� ����!"� I ����� I �� ����!"� , MN O � 

Equation 63. Lower boundary of the capacity constraints on transmission lines as MILP. 
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Equation 64. Upper boundary of capacity constraints on transmission lines as MILP. 
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Equation 65. Lower boundary of the capacity constraints on each generating units as MILP. 
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Equation 66. Upper boundary of the capacity constraints on each generating units as MILP. 
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Equation 67. Up-regulation must be a non-negative variable as MILP. 
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Equation 68. Down-regulation must be a non-positive variable as MILP. 
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Equation 69. Lower boundary of the HVDC links as MILP. 
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Equation 70. Upper boundary of the HVDC links as MILP. 
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Equation 71. Upper boundary of the NTC constraint as MILP. 
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Equation 72. Upper boundary of the NTC constraint as MILP. 
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4  

Design of the system  

 
For evaluating the results of the models explained above, an example system is carefully 

designed to be executed in the GAMS platform.  

It is based on IEEE 30-node example system [18]. It has thirty nodes and forty-one AC power 

lines. Some features from the original IEEE 30-node example system have been changed in 

order to make it more suitable for our studies. Some of the generators are modeled as wind 

farms, with subsequent stochasticity associated.  

The system is also composed of three single nodes which stand for offshore wind farms. Each 

of them has a HVDC link with mainland.  

A single line diagram of the whole system can be found in next page. Wind farms are marked 

in the picture with a wind turbine. HVDC links are indicated with a red line. 

Detailed information about this system is provided in appendix II of this report. 
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Figure 8. Single line diagram of the system  

 



 

5  

Results 

 
5.1  Monte Carlo technique
For obtaining reliable results based on the executions of the models developed the Monte 

Carlo technique was used. It is explained 

 

 

Figure 

  

Monte Carlo technique 

For obtaining reliable results based on the executions of the models developed the Monte 

t is explained in figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 9. Flow chart of Monte Carlo technique 
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For obtaining reliable results based on the executions of the models developed the Monte 
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5.2  Scenario example 
Here, an illustrative example is presented in order to highlight the performance of the model 

programmed. A scenario is created for the integrated formulation problem with wind 

generation and demand as stochastic variables. This stochasticity represents the errors in the 

forecast of both parameters. Both variables are distributed by normal distributions with mean 

value in the level of the forecast used to clear the spot market. The standard deviation is set as 

a percentage of the mean value. In this case, the value used as standard deviation is the 20% 

of the mean value, i.e. stochasticity factor equals 0.2. 

These are the changes in the maximum capacity of the generators: 

 

Generators in system 1 

 
G

max
 ∆G

max
 

 
G

max
 ∆G

max
 

G1 200 -45.38 G16 0 0.00 

G2 200 60.27 G17 0 0.00 

G3 100 0.00 G18 100 -8.96 

G4 250 0.00 G19 0 0.00 

G5 250 0.00 G20 0 0.00 

G6 400 0.00 G21 200 0.00 

G7 0 0.00 G22 110 0.00 

G8 500 166.95 G23 150 0.00 

G9 0 0.00 G24 280 0.00 

G10 500 0.00 G25 0 0.00 

G11 120 -12.86 G26 0 0.00 

G12 240 0.00 G27 500 0.00 

G13 120 -20.25 G28 300 0.00 

G14 160 39.82 G29 0 0.00 

G15 350 20.82 G30 0 0.00 

Table 1. Changes in maximum capacities of generators in system 1. 

 

In system 1, generators 1, 2, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15 and 18 represent wind power plants. Therefore, 

they have a wind forecast error associated. 

 

Generators in system 2 

 
G

max
 ∆G

max
 

G31 100 -22.73 

Table 2. Change in maximum capacity of generators in system 2. 

 

Generators in system 3 

 
G

max
 ∆G

max
 

G32 100 -11.59 

Table 3. Change in maximum capacity of generators in system 3. 
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Generators in system 4 

 
G

max
 ∆G

max
 

G33 100 -0.39 

Table 4. Change in maximum capacity of generators in system 4. 

 

Systems 2, 3 and 4 stand for offshore wind farms so they also have a degree of uncertainty in 

the maximum generation capacities. 

 

Loads in System 1 

 
Mean load[MW] ∆D[MW] 

 
Mean load[MW] ∆D[MW] 

D1 100 -7.17 D16 0 0.00 

D2 0 0.00 D17 0 0.00 

D3 60 -1.91 D18 80 18.38 

D4 90 38.57 D19 0 0.00 

D5 55 12.84 D20 0 0.00 

D6 150 7.35 D21 40 4.63 

D7 0 0.00 D22 100 -14.73 

D8 380 96.22 D23 85 -2.69 

D9 0 0.00 D24 100 -17.82 

D10 250 -46.61 D25 0 0.00 

D11 0 0.00 D26 0 0.00 

D12 100 -0.02 D27 270 74.80 

D13 30 -5.30 D28 0 0.00 

D14 50 -1.28 D29 0 0.00 

D15 210 -26.48 D30 0 0.00 

Table 5. Loads and forecast error in each node of system 1. 

 

In this case, all loads are subject to change. The degree of deviation depends on the so-called 

stochasticity factor. It was set to 0.2 for both variables, wind generation and demand for 

making it more simple and easy to understand.  

The results of the spot market and the balancing market are put together to highlight the 

changes caused by the errors in the forecast. 

 

Power Flows in AC lines 

Line Lower limit Spot market Balancing market Upper limit 

L1-2 -130 -6.45 -10.14 130 

L1-3 -130 60.73 71.46 130 

L2-4 -130 91.82 107.21 130 

L3-4 -130 114.22 126.66 130 
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L2-5 -130 73.66 90.57 130 

L2-6 -130 103.17 126.43 130 

L4-6 -130 54.20 88.71 130 

L5-7 -65 18.11 21.89 65 

L6-7 -130 -18.08 -21.84 130 

L6-8 -130 44.36 130.00 130 

L6-9 -130 60.93 26.03 130 

L6-10 -130 47.51 27.63 130 

L9-11 -65 -65.00 -65.00 65 

L9-10 -130 124.26 90.08 130 

L4-12 -130 60.32 15.08 130 

L12-13 -130 -46.52 -74.66 130 

L12-14 -130 12.26 7.13 130 

L12-15 -130 -34.03 -50.02 130 

L12-16 -32 27.86 32.00 32 

L14-15 -130 -37.90 -41.77 130 

L16-17 -65 27.71 31.80 65 

L15-18 -130 21.33 39.84 130 

L18-19 -65 32.10 32.10 65 

L19-20 -32 32.00 32.00 32 

L10-20 -65 -31.86 -31.86 65 

L10-17 -65 -27.60 -31.66 65 

L10-21 -130 -16.93 -18.61 130 

L10-22 -130 -3.42 -4.32 130 

L21-22 -32 32.00 31.55 32 

L15-23 -65 42.89 54.86 65 

L22-24 -130 38.41 51.67 130 

L23-24 -130 56.88 71.17 130 

L24-25 -130 -5.30 39.47 130 

L25-26 -65 0.00 0.00 65 

L25-27 -65 -5.31 39.05 65 

L28-27 -130 95.18 130.00 130 

L27-29 -130 1.01 2.10 130 

L27-30 -130 1.45 3.03 130 

L29-30 -65 1.01 2.10 65 

L8-28 -130 -48.27 -59.28 130 

L6-28 -130 -130.00 -106.68 130 

 

Table 6. Power flows in AC lines. 
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Changes in most of them can be appreciated because a small change in the net injection of 

power in any node can affect the power flow in a large number of lines due to the PTDF 

factors. 

 

Outputs of generators in system 1 

 
G

min 
Spot market Balancing market G

max 
G

max
 +∆G

max 

G1 0 154.62 154.62 200 154.62 

G2 0 200 260.27 200 260.27 

G3 0 25.66 25.66 100 100 

G4 0 0 0 250 250 

G5 0 0 0 250 250 

G6 0 0 0 400 400 

G7 0 0 0 0 0 

G8 0 287.64 287.64 500 666.95 

G9 0 0 0 0 0 

G10 0 0 0 500 500 

G11 0 65.44 65.44 120 107.14 

G12 0 0 0 240 240 

G13 0 76.67 99.75 120 99.75 

G14 0 0 0 160 199.82 

G15 0 346.61 370.81 350 370.82 

G16 0 0 0 0 0 

G17 0 0 0 0 0 

G18 0 90.88 90.88 100 91.04 

G19 0 0 0 0 0 

G20 0 0 0 0 0 

G21 0 88.95 94.81 200 200 

G22 0 110 110 110 110 

G23 0 0 0 150 150 

G24 0 0 0 280 280 

G25 0 0 0 0 0 

G26 0 0 0 0 0 

G27 0 184.38 184.38 500 500 

G28 0 276 300 300 300 

G29 0 0 0 0 0 

G30 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 7. Scheduled generation and final outputs of generators in system 1 

 

Table 7 shows an interesting result. Cheap generators like 1, 13 and 15 (see appendix for 

marginal costs) are not set initially to their maximum value although they are economically 
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more competitive than others. The reason for this is that it is foreseen that there will be a 

change in the maximum capacity available and generation needs to be reduced. Changing 

scheduled generation is always expensive and technically difficult and in this case it would 

mean down-regulating with cheap units and up-regulating with expensive ones. 

This is the benefit of an integrated framework for dispatching units. Preventive actions are 

taken rather than corrective ones leading to a reduction in balancing costs and total costs. 

 

Outputs of generators in system 2 

 
G

min
 Spot market Balancing market G

max 
G

max
 +∆G

max 

G31 0 77.27 77.27 100 77.27 

Table 8. Output of generator in system 2. 

 

Outputs of generators in system 3 

 
G

min
 Spot market Balancing market G

max
 G

max
 +∆G

max
 

G32 0 88,41 88,41 100 88,41 

Table 9. Output of generator in system 3. 

 

Outputs of generators in system 4 

 
G

min
 Spot market Balancing market G

max
 G

max
 +∆G

max
 

G33 0 99.61 99.61 100 99.61 

Table 10. Output of generator in system 4 

 

Flows in HVDC links 

 
Lower limit Spot market Balancing market Upper limit 

HVDC 1-2 -100 77,27 77,27 100 

HVDC 1-3 -100 88,41 88,41 100 

HVDC 1-4 -100 99,61 99,61 100 

Table 11. Flows in HVDC links 

 

Same effect as in table 7 can be seen in tables 8, 9 and 10. Offshore wind-farms produce 

cheap energy but subject to the ups and downs of the wind. Therefore generation and 

transmission of power is set to values that take into account the foresee reduction in the wind. 

 

5.3  Scenario without wind generation 
The aim of this project is to compare the performance of two models, one based on the 

traditional mathematical formulation of the electricity market with both Spot and Balancing 

Market separated and another one with an integrated framework based on the KKT 

conditions. Here the results of the case without wind generation are presented. Different levels 

of stochasticity were considered in the demand side. 
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Separated framework 

Stochasticity factor Total Costs Costs of Spot Market Balancing costs 
0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 37345,35 36499,15 846,20 

0,1 38206,84 36499,15 1707,69 

0,2 40024,93 36499,15 3525,78 

0,3 41969,88 36499,15 5470,73 

 

Table 12. Costs of the separated framework case without wind generation. 

It can be observed that the balancing costs rise as the stochasticity grows. The costs associated 

to the Spot Market remain constant because the base case does not change.    

 

Integrated framework 

Stochasticity factor Total Costs Costs of Spot Market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 37144,63 36896,53 248,10 

0,1 37763,57 37267,91 495,67 

0,2 39092,31 38049,65 1042,66 

0,3 40595,46 38921,70 1673,76 

 

Table 13. Costs of the integrated framework case without wind generation 

 

In the formulation based on KKT conditions, balancing costs see a considerable reduction. 

This is due to preventive actions allow taking into account the fluctuations of the demand. In 

the most unfavorable conditions, with a standard deviation of the demand of 30% of the load, 

balancing costs in the separated framework suppose 5461,66 €, with the integrated 

formulation of the market it was 1673,76 €. This means a reduction of 70% in balancing costs. 

On the other hand, we can see an increase of 7% in the operating cost of the spot market.  

But, the total costs in the integrated framework is less than the ones in the separated 

framework. 

Figure 9 illustrates the difference in the evolution of the total costs as the stochasticity of the 

demand is increased. 
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Figure 10. Cost comparison between separated and integrated framework without wind generation. 

 

5.4  Scenario with wind generation 
Now, the stochasticity is also on the generation side, some generators have been modeled as 

wind farms and their maximum capacities available are subjected to the stochastic change of 

wind generation. As in the previous case, the different costs are presented for both models. 

 

Separated framework 

Stochasticity factor Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 37642,11 36499,15 1142,96 

0,1 38768,39 36499,15 2269,24 

0,2 41149,73 36499,15 4650,58 

0,3 43564,99 36499,15 7065,83 

Table 14. Costs of the separated framework case with wind generation 

 

As the stochasticity grows, balancing costs experiment a sharp increase. In the with wind 

generation scenario, this effect is amplified by the variability of the maximum generation that 

the wind farms can produce. 

 

Integrated framework 

Stochasticity Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0,00 

0,05 37153,30 36895,44 257,85 

0,1 37844,14 37331,85 512,28 

0,2 39232,75 38179,00 1053,75 

0,3 40319,20 38807,24 1511,97 

Table 15. Costs of the integrated framework case with wind generation. 
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With the increase of the variability and the penetration of wind generation, preventive actions 

gain value respect to corrective ones. The reduction in balancing costs is more dramatic in this 

scenario rather than in the previous one. As an example to illustrate this difference, it was 

pointed out that the reduction in the balancing costs with a stochasticity of 30% was of 

roughly 70% for a without wind generation scenario. In the later one, balancing costs without 

preventive actions implied an amount of 7065,83 € and taking preventive actions 1511,97 €. 

This makes a reduction of almost 80%. However, although balancing costs see a dramatic 

reduction in both cases, the important result here is the total cost. In the integrated framework, 

a reduction of balancing cost increases costs in the spot market, but, despite this increase the 

total costs are reduced. The average reduction for the most stochastic scenario is around 3% 

for the without wind generation and 7,5% for the case with wind power penetration. 

 

 
Figure 11. Cost comparison between separated and integrated framework with wind generation. 

 

5.5  NTC constraint 
NTC constraints are sometimes necessary to ensure the stability and reliability of some part of 

the system. It limits the total flow through several power lines. Two cases, with and without 

NTC restrictions are considered. Of course, the level of the restriction influences the final 

result, causing in most of the cases an increase of the costs. It can sometimes cause a black-

out if the constraint is too strict or the system is operating in extreme situations. 

 

Integrated framework with NTC  

Stochasticity Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 
0 36704,25 36704,25 0 

0,05 37409,46 37158,14 251,33 

0,1 38169,10 37664,12 504,98 

0,2 39667,26 38582,97 1084,29 

0,3 41171,27 39392,30 1778,97 

Table 16. Costs of the integrated framework case without NTC constraint 
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Integrated framework without NTC 

Stochasticity Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0,00 

0,05 37153,30 36895,44 257,85 

0,1 37844,14 37331,85 512,28 

0,2 39232,75 38179,00 1053,75 

0,3 40319,20 38807,24 1511,97 

Table 17. Costs of the integrated framework case with NTC constraint 

 

As in tables 16 and 17, a moderate increase in the costs can be seen. In the worst scenario this 

increase is of 2% in the total costs. 

 

5.6  Meshed grid 
In this chapter, a comparison between the original model and a model with the 

aforementioned offshore DC meshed grid is carried out. The new connections consist on 

maritime HVDC links between the three offshore wind farms. This idea is adopted from [14] 

and is commented in the introduction.  

The results for the case with wind generation and integrated framework can be viewed below: 

 

Integrated framework without offshore DC meshed grid 

Stochasticity Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 
0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 37104,82 36894,10 210,72 

0,1 37676,72 37259,11 417,61 

0,2 38840,86 37991,77 849,09 

0,3 40039,59 38735,37 1304,22 

Table 18. Costs of the integrated framework case without meshed grid 

 

Integrated framework with onshore DC meshed grid 

Stochasticity Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0,00 

0,05 37153,30 36895,44 257,85 

0,1 37844,14 37331,85 512,28 

0,2 39232,75 38179,00 1053,75 

0,3 40319,20 38807,24 1511,97 

Table 19. Costs of the integrated framework case with meshed grid 

 

The results are not as expected. A reduction in the costs was expected while there is a slight 

increase in the costs. The reasons may be found in the possible increase of losses.  

It is also important to take into account that the capacities allocated to build this offshore 

HVDC grid may not be big enough.  
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5.7  Comparing the real balancing cost with expected ones (calculated in 
section 5.4) 

Up to now, the balancing costs calculated are expected balancing costs based on the results 

obtained from several future scenarios. The aim of this section is checking if taking as real 

scenarios some of the generated ones, the results obtained previously would also lead to a 

reduction of the actual balancing costs.  

Five scenarios were considered as real. The comparasion consists on facing the balancing 

costs that would be gotten if the dispatch in the spot market is carried out as normally, or if, 

on the other hand, the expected values are taken into account when it comes to make the 

dispatch of the spot market. 

 

Separated framework results for the first real scenario  

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 
0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 37383,17 36499,15 884,01 

0,1 38275,73 36499,15 1776,58 

0,2 40168,59 36499,15 3669,44 

0,3 42833,93 36499,15 6334,78 

Table 20. Separated framework results for the first real scenario. 

 

Integrated framework results for the first real scenario 

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 36923,04 36499,15 423,89 

0,1 37417,08 36499,15 917,93 

0,2 38383,85 36499,15 1884,7 

0,3 39956,68 36499,15 3457,53 

Table 21. Integrated framework results for the first real scenario. 

 

 
Figure 12. Total costs comparison between integrated and separated framework for the first real scenario. 
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Separated framework results for the second real scenario  

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 
0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 36960,37 36499,15 461,21 

0,1 37429,45 36499,15 930,3 

0,2 39631,54 36499,15 3132,39 

0,3 42318,65 36499,15 5819,49 

Table 22. Separated framework results for the second real scenario. 

 

Integrated framework results for the second real scenario 

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 36712,45 36499,15 213,29 

0,1 36992,86 36499,15 493,7 

0,2 38602,22 36499,15 2103,06 

0,3 40210,73 36499,15 3711,58 

Table 23. Integrated framework results for the second real scenario. 

 

 
Figure 13. Total costs comparison between integrated and separated framework for the second real scenario. 

 

Separated framework results for the third real scenario  

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 
0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 37430,29 36499,15 931,13 

0,1 38364,18 36499,15 1865,03 

0,2 40239,83 36499,15 3740,68 

0,3 42259,13 36499,15 5759,98 

Table 24. Separated framework results for the third real scenario. 
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Integrated framework results for the third real scenario 

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 37041,88 36499,15 542,72 

0,1 37629,94 36499,15 1130,79 

0,2 38710,92 36499,15 2211,76 

0,3 39968,18 36499,15 3469,02 

Table 25. Integrated framework results for the third real scenario. 

 

 
Figure 14. Total costs comparison between integrated and separated framework for the third real scenario. 

 

Separated framework results for the fourth real scenario  

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 
0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 38696 36499,15 2196,85 

0,1 41040,98 36499,15 4541,83 

0,2 45958,48 36499,15 9459,33 

0,3 51579,99 36499,15 15080,84 

Table 26. Separated framework results for the fourth real scenario. 

 

Integrated framework results for the fourth real scenario 

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 37991,88 36499,15 1492,72 

0,1 39697,24 36499,15 3198,09 

0,2 43520,78 36499,15 7021,62 

0,3 47955,94 36499,15 11456,79 

Table 27. Integrated framework results for the fourth real scenario. 
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Figure 15. Total costs comparison between integrated and separated framework for the fourth real scenario. 

 

Separated framework results for the fifth real scenario  

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 
0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 40424,57 36499,15 3925,41 

0,1 38934,83 36499,15 2435,68 

0,2 41715,48 36499,15 5216,33 

0,3 61235,72 36499,15 24736,57 

Table 28. Separated framework results for the fifth real scenario. 

 

Integrated framework results for the fifth real scenario 

Forecast error Total Costs Operating costs of spot market Balancing costs 

0 36499,15 36499,15 0 

0,05 39634,04 36499,15 3134,89 

0,1 42962,47 36499,15 6463,32 

0,2 39827,04 36499,15 3327,89 

0,3 42203,7 36499,15 5704,55 

Table 29. Integrated framework results for the fifth real scenario. 

 

 
Figure 16. Total costs comparison between integrated and separated framework for the fifth real scenario. 
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Diffenrence on balancing costs for real scenarios 

Forescast 

error 

First 

scenario 

Second 

scenario 

Third 

scenario 

Fourth 

scenario 

Fifth 

scenario 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0,05 460,13 247,92 388,41 704,12 790,53 

0,1 858,65 436,59 734,24 1343,74 -4027,64 

0,2 1784,74 1029,32 1528,91 2437,7 1888,44 

0,3 2877,25 2107,92 2290,95 3624,05 19032,02 

Table 30. Diffenrence on balancing costs for real scenarios. 

 

It can be observed in the tables or in the graphs that the integrated framework outperforms the 

separated one in the first four real scenarios considered. Moreover, the stochasticity, which is 

a messurment of the forecast error, is again a main indicator of the behavior of the system.  

Nevertheless, the integrated framework is not perfect. The trend observed in the four previous 

scenarios is broken with the fifth one in one level of stochasticity. With a level of 10% of 

forecast error, the preventive actions taken with the integrated framework produce bigger 

balancing costs. However, in the other levels stochasticity considered there is a far larger save 

in balancing costs compared to the other scenarios. This suggests that this scenario considered 

has a large volatility and therefore was difficult to take accurate preventive messures.  

Overally, a promising saving in the balancing costs is observe when using the integrated 

framework as compared to the separated one. This is mainly because the forecast error are 

taken into account in the spot market formulation proposed by the integrated framework.  
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6  

Conclusions 

 
This master thesis aimed at studying the interaction between spot market and market for 

balancing services. The integration of both markets was carried out with the formulation of a 

mixed integer linear problem based on the KKT optimality conditions.  

The value of this new paradigm resides in the level of stochasticity that the system has to face. 

Preventive actions will become more valuable as wind penetration increases its relative share 

in the total production. This is mainly because this kind of generation introduces a new 

stochastic variable to take into account. This new stochastic side of the problem is modeled 

using Monte Carlo technique. 

The objective of this thesis was accomplished pointing out the superiority of this new 

approach, reflected on the reduction of costs associated with balancing services.  

Other features evaluated were the introduction of HVDC connections between offshore wind 

farms and the NTC constraints. Also, the original lossless DC optimal power flow problem 

was transformed to the DC OPF problem with losses.  

Studies show huge interest in the installation of more wind capacity offshore, especially in the 

Northern Sea, and expanding the HVDC grid among the different European countries. 

Therefore, the results of this study regarding preventive actions can be of valuable use in the 

future arrangements of electricity markets. 
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7  

Future works 

 
This model represents the first step in the search of a more efficient scheme of the balancing 

services. Other improvements that should be taken into account are: 

- Implementation of stochastic variables that model the likely failures of different 

components of the system can have, such as generators and lines outages.  

- To model voluntary and unvoluntary load shedding. Voluntary load shedding consists 

on establishing contracts with consumers who are willing to stop their consumptions 

due to technical requirements or price peaks. Unvoluntary load shedding is used in 

order to avoid an uncontrolled black out. 

- Design a more realistic system based on the real organization of the elements of a 

national grid or electricity market, like the NORDEL market. 

- To use more accurate cost functions for generators. 
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Appendix I 

Optimality conditions 

 
The theory exposed in this chapter is applied to a non-linear problem as it was originally 

formulated for this kind of problems in [19] and can also be found in [20], [21]. Nevertheless, 

it can be also applied to linear problems or mixed integer linear problems. 

Let’s study the minimization problem with equality and inequality restrictions described 

below: 

 

�'( ¢JjK 

Y. ¦. 
§�JjK I 0, ' A 1, … , © 

ª�JjK A 0, « A 1, … , N 
j O o 
Equation 73. Problem of optimization 

 

Where x is the optimization variable, o A ¬j O 	| ª�JjK A 0, §WJjK I 0, M', «¯, and the 

functions ¢: 	 ¡  and §: 	 ¡  are continuously differentiable. 

The Lagrangian function of the optimization problem is defined as: 

 

�Jj, �, �K A ¢JjK b * ��§�JjK�

�-.
b * �WªWJjK�

W-.
 

Equation 74. Lagrangian function. 

 

Where � O �, � O � are the Lagrange multipliers. This function, written in this way, is 

always a lower boundary of the objective function for feasible values of x  and known values 

of � ¥ 0 (non-negative) and µ (free Lagrange multiplier). Therefore, the interest is in finding 

the maximum lower boundary of the Lagrangian function:  

 

min� ±max"²³#
�Jj, �, �K´ 

Equation 75. Lagrangian relaxation 
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With these changes we get an unconstrained problem of minimization from a constrained 

problem with equality and inequality restrictions. The process is known as Lagrange 

relaxation. 

Now, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker KKT optimality conditions are derived from the Lagrangian 

function presented above. Historically these conditions are first formulated for problems with 

only inequality constraints and later for problems with inequality and equality constraints, but 

this time the first part will be skipped in order to focus on the formulation of the problem 

which represents the perform of the balancing market. 

Considering the problem stated above, given a solution jµ O o, the KKT conditions say that 

there exist some Lagrangian multipliers � O �, � O � such that: 

 

¶¢JjµK b * ��µ¶§�JjµK�

�-.
b * �Wµ¶ªWJjµK�

W-.
A 0 

��µ ¥ 0, ' A 1, … , © 

��µ§�JjµK A 0, 1, … , © 

Equation 76. KKT conditions 

 

These conditions are necessary in a non-linear problem but in a linear and mixed integer 

linear problem these conditions of optimality are necessary and sufficient. The different 

equations which compose the conditions are classified the next way: 

 

¶¢JjµK b * ��µ¶§�JjµK�

�-.
b * �Wµ¶ªWJjµK�

W-.
A 0 

Equation 77. Stationary condition 

 §�JjK I 0, ' A 1, … , © ª�JjK A 0, « A 1, … , N 
Equation 78. Primal feasibility 

 ��µ ¥ 0, ' A 1, … , © 

Equation 79. Dual feasibility 

 ��µ§�JjµK A 0, 1, … , © 

Equation 80. Complementary slackness 
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Appendix II 

Parameters 

 
 

 Capacity [MW] Resistance [p.u.] Inductance [p.u.] 

L1-2 130 .0000575 0.0575 

L1-3 130 .0001852 0.1852 

L2-4 130 .0001737 0.1737 

L3-4 130 .0000379 0.0379 

L2-5 130 .0001983 0.1983 

L2-6 130 .0001763 0.1763 

L4-6 130 .0000414 0.0414 

L5-7 65 .0001160 0.1160 

L6-7 130 .0000820 0.0820 

L6-8 130 .0000420 0.0420 

L6-9 130 .0002090 0.2090 

L6-10 130 .0005560 0.5560 

L9-11 65 .0002080 0.2080 

L9-10 130 .0001100 0.1100 

L4-12 130 .0002560 0.2560 

L12-13 130 .0001400 0.1400 

L12-14 130 .0002559 0.2559 

L12-15 130 .0001304 0.1304 

L12-16 32 .0001987 0.1987 

L14-15 130 .0001997 0.1997 

L16-17 65 .0001932 0.1932 

L15-18 130 .0002185 0.2185 

L18-19 65 .0001292 0.1292 

L19-20 32 .000068 0.068 

L10-20 65 .0002090 0.2090 

L10-17 65 .0000845 0.0845 

L10-21 130 .0000749 0.0749 

L10-22 130 .0001499 0.1499 

L21-22 32 .0000236 0.0236 

L15-23 65 .0002020 0.2020 

L22-24 130 .0001790 0.1790 

L23-24 130 .0002700 0.2700 

L24-25 130 .0003292 0.3292 

L25-26 65 .0003800 0.3800 
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L25-27 65 .0002087 0.2087 

L28-27 130 .0003960 0.3960 

L27-29 130 .0004153 0.4153 

L27-30 130 .0006027 0.6027 

L29-30 65 .0004530 0.4530 

L8-28 130 .0002000 0.2000 

L6-28 130 .0000599 0.0599 

Table 31. Parameters of transmission lines of system 1 

 

 
Installed 

power [MW] 

Mean 

Load 

[MW] 

Marginal cost 

[€/MW] 

Up-regulation 

cost [€/MW] 

Down-regulation 

cost [€/MW] 

N1 200 100 12 16 -9 

N2 200 0 14 17 -11 

N3 100 60 20 27 -16 

N4 250 90 25 28 -19 

N5 250 55 29 30 -20 

N6 400 150 32 34 -29 

N7 0 0 0 0 0 

N8 500 380 35 38 -29 

N9 0 0 0 0 0 

N10 500 250 33 40 -30 

N11 120 0 10 21 -8 

N12 240 100 24 26 -21 

N13 120 30 9 11 -7 

N14 160 50 18 22 -13 

N15 350 210 11 13 -9 

N16 0 0 0 0 0 

N17 0 0 0 0 0 

N18 100 80 10 13 -11 

N19 0 0 0 0 0 

N20 0 0 0 0 0 

N21 200 40 26 31 -22 

N22 110 100 15 19 -12 

N23 150 85 24 29 -19 

N24 280 100 31 36 -23 

N25 0 0 0 0 0 

N26 0 0 0 0 0 

N27 500 270 35 39 -32 

N28 300 0 20 23 -16 

N29 0 0 0 0 0 

N30 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 32. Parameters of nodes at system 1 

 

 
Installed 

power [MW] 

Mean load 

[MW] 

Marginal cost 

[€/MW] 

Up-regulation 

cost [€/MW] 

Down-regulation 

cost [€/MW] 

N31 100 0 9 11 -8 

Table 33. Parameters of system 2 
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Installed 

power [MW] 

Mean load 

[MW] 

Marginal cost 

[€/MW] 

Up-regulation 

cost [€/MW] 

Down-regulation 

cost [€/MW] 

N32 100 0 6 8 -5 

Table 34. Parameters of system 3 

 

 
Installed 

power [MW] 

Mean load 

[MW] 

Marginal cost 

[€/MW] 

Up-regulation 

cost [€/MW] 

Down-regulation 

cost [€/MW] 

N33 100 0 8 10 -7 

Table 35. Parameters of system 4 
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Appendix III 

GAMS coding 

 
* Optimization problem OPF. Integrated Spot market & Balancing market 

 

SETS 

I1 number of nodes       /N1*N30/ 

L1 Number of Lines       /L1-2, L1-3, L2-4, L3-4, L 2-5, L2-6, L4-6, L5-7 

                         L6-7, L6-8, L6-9, L6-10, L 9-11, L9-10, L4-12, L12-13 

                         L12-14, L12-15, L12-16, L1 4-15, L16-17, L15-18, 

                         L18-19, L19-20, L10-20, L1 0-17, L10-21, L10-22, 

                         L21-22, L15-23, L22-24, L2 3-24, L24-25, L25-26, 

                         L25-27, L28-27, L27-29, L2 7-30, L29-30, L8-28, 

                         L6-28/ 

 

I2 Number of nodes       /N31/ 

 

I3 Number of nodes       /N32/ 

 

I4 Number of nodes       /N33/ 

 

ALIAS    (i1,j1) 

ALIAS    (i2,j2) 

ALIAS    (i3,j3) 

ALIAS    (i4,j4) 

 

PARAMETERS 

*PARAMENTERS OF SYSTEM 1 

Gmax1(i1) Maximum capacity of production of generat or i [MW] 

*Total installed capacity 5080 MW 

                 / N1    200, 

                   N2    200, 
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                   N3    100, 

                   N4    300 

                   N5    250 

                   N6    400 

                   N7    0 

                   N8    500 

                   N9    0 

                   N10   500 

                   N11   120 

                   N12   240 

                   N13   120 

                   N14   160 

                   N15   350 

                   N16   0 

                   N17   0 

                   N18   100 

                   N19   0 

                   N20   0 

                   N21   200 

                   N22   110 

                   N23   150 

                   N24   280 

                   N25   0 

                   N26   0 

                   N27   500 

                   N28   300 

                   N29   0 

                   N30   0 / 

         GC1(i1) Generation costs of each generator  i [€-MW] 

                 / N1    12, 

                   N2    14, 

                   N3    20, 

                   N4    25 

                   N5    29 

                   N6    32 

                   N7    0 

                   N8    35 

                   N9    0 
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                   N10   33 

                   N11   10 

                   N12   24 

                   N13   9 

                   N14   18 

                   N15   11 

                   N16   0 

                   N17   0 

                   N18   10 

                   N19   0 

                   N20   0 

                   N21   26 

                   N22   15 

                   N23   24 

                   N24   31 

                   N25   0 

                   N26   0 

                   N27   35 

                   N28   20 

                   N29   0 

                   N30   0 / 

         D1(i1) Mean Demand in each node [MW] 

                 / N1    100, 

                   N2    0, 

                   N3    60, 

                   N4    90, 

                   N5    55, 

                   N6    150 

                   N7    0 

                   N8    380 

                   N9    0 

                   N10   250 

                   N11   0 

                   N12   100 

                   N13   30 

                   N14   50 

                   N15   210 

                   N16   0 
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                   N17   0 

                   N18   80 

                   N19   0 

                   N20   0 

                   N21   40 

                   N22   100 

                   N23   85 

                   N24   100 

                   N25   0 

                   N26   0 

                   N27   270 

                   N28   0 

                   N29   0 

                   N30   0  / 

 

         CL1(l1) Capacity of the lines [MW] 

                 / L1-2          130 

                   L1-3          130 

                   L2-4          130 

                   L3-4          130 

                   L2-5          130 

                   L2-6          130 

                   L4-6          130 

                   L5-7          65 

                   L6-7          130 

                   L6-8          130 

                   L6-9          130 

                   L6-10         130 

                   L9-11         65 

                   L9-10         130 

                   L4-12         130 

                   L12-13        130 

                   L12-14        130 

                   L12-15        130 

                   L12-16        32 

                   L14-15        130 

                   L16-17        65 

                   L15-18        130 
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                   L18-19        65 

                   L19-20        32 

                   L10-20        65 

                   L10-17        65 

                   L10-21        130 

                   L10-22        130 

                   L21-22        32 

                   L15-23        65 

                   L22-24        130 

                   L23-24        130 

                   L24-25        130 

                   L25-26        65 

                   L25-27        65 

                   L28-27        130 

                   L27-29        130 

                   L27-30        130 

                   L29-30        65 

                   L8-28         130 

                   L6-28         130/ 

 

         R1(l1)  Resisteance of each branch in syst em 1[p.u.] 

                 / L1-2          .0000575 

                   L1-3          .0001852 

                   L2-4          .0001737 

                   L3-4          .0000379 

                   L2-5          .0001983 

                   L2-6          .0001763 

                   L4-6          .0000414 

                   L5-7          .0001160 

                   L6-7          .0000820 

                   L6-8          .0000420 

                   L6-9          .0002090 

                   L6-10         .0005560 

                   L9-11         .0002080 

                   L9-10         .0001100 

                   L4-12         .0002560 

                   L12-13        .0001400 

                   L12-14        .0002559 
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                   L12-15        .0001304 

                   L12-16        .0001987 

                   L14-15        .0001997 

                   L16-17        .0001932 

                   L15-18        .0002185 

                   L18-19        .0001292 

                   L19-20        .000068 

                   L10-20        .0002090 

                   L10-17        .0000845 

                   L10-21        .0000749 

                   L10-22        .0001499 

                   L21-22        .0000236 

                   L15-23        .0002020 

                   L22-24        .0001790 

                   L23-24        .0002700 

                   L24-25        .0003292 

                   L25-26        .0003800 

                   L25-27        .0002087 

                   L28-27        .0003960 

                   L27-29        .0004153 

                   L27-30        .0006027 

                   L29-30        .0004530 

                   L8-28         .0002000 

                   L6-28         .0000599/ 

 

         dD1(i1) Deviation of the demand in each no de [MW] 

                 / N1    0 

                   N2    0 

                   N3    0 

                   N4    0 

                   N5    0 

                   N6    0 

                   N7    0 

                   N8    0 

                   N9    0 

                   N10   0 

                   N11   0 

                   N12   0 
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                   N13   0 

                   N14   0 

                   N15   0 

                   N16   0 

                   N17   0 

                   N18   0 

                   N19   0 

                   N20   0 

                   N21   0 

                   N22   0 

                   N23   0 

                   N24   0 

                   N25   0 

                   N26   0 

                   N27   0 

                   N28   0 

                   N29   0 

                   N30   0 / 

 

         dGmax1(i1) Change of maximum power capacit y of generator i [MW] 

                 / N1    0 

                   N2    0 

                   N3    0 

                   N4    0 

                   N5    0 

                   N6    0 

                   N7    0 

                   N8    0 

                   N9    0 

                   N10   0 

                   N11   0 

                   N12   0 

                   N13   0 

                   N14   0 

                   N15   0 

                   N16   0 

                   N17   0 

                   N18   0 
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                   N19   0 

                   N20   0 

                   N21   0 

                   N22   0 

                   N23   0 

                   N24   0 

                   N25   0 

                   N26   0 

                   N27   0 

                   N28   0 

                   N29   0 

                   N30   0 / 

 

         dGCup1(i1) Generation costs of up regulati on of generator i [€-MW] 

                 / N1    16, 

                   N2    17, 

                   N3    27, 

                   N4    28 

                   N5    30 

                   N6    34 

                   N7    0 

                   N8    38 

                   N9    0 

                   N10   40 

                   N11   21 

                   N12   26 

                   N13   11 

                   N14   22 

                   N15   13 

                   N16   0 

                   N17   0 

                   N18   13 

                   N19   0 

                   N20   0 

                   N21   31 

                   N22   19 

                   N23   29 

                   N24   36 
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                   N25   0 

                   N26   0 

                   N27   39 

                   N28   23 

                   N29   0 

                   N30   0 / 

 

         dGCdown1(i1) Generation costs of down regu lation of generator i [€-MW] 

                 / N1    -9, 

                   N2    -11, 

                   N3    -16, 

                   N4    -19 

                   N5    -20 

                   N6    -29 

                   N7    0 

                   N8    -29 

                   N9    0 

                   N10   -30 

                   N11   -8 

                   N12   -21 

                   N13   -7 

                   N14   -13 

                   N15   -9 

                   N16   0 

                   N17   0 

                   N18   -11 

                   N19   0 

                   N20   0 

                   N21   -22 

                   N22   -12 

                   N23   -19 

                   N24   -23 

                   N25   0 

                   N26   0 

                   N27   -32 

                   N28   -16 

                   N29   0 

                   N30   0 / 
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         E1_SPOT(i1)    Fictitious nodal demand in the Spot Market 

                 /N1     0/ 

         DF1_SPOT(i1)   Marginal Delivery Factor in  the Spot Market 

                 /N1*N30     1/ 

         LF1_SPOT(i1)   Marginal Loss Factor in the  Spot Market 

                 /N1     0/ 

         E1_BALANCING(i1)    Fictitious nodal deman d in the Balancing Market 

                 / N1    0/ 

         DF1_BALANCING(i1)   Marginal Delivery Fact or in the Balancing Market 

                 /N1*N30     1/ 

         LF1_BALANCING(i1)   Marginal Loss Factor i n the Balancing Market 

                 /N1     0/ 

 

PARAMETERS 

*Parameters of system 2 

         Gmax2(i2)       Maximum capacity of produc tion of generator i [MW] 

                         /N31    100/ 

         GC2(i2)         Generation costs of each g enerator i [€-MW] 

                         /N31    9/ 

         D2(i2)          Mean demand in each node [ MW] 

                         /N31     0/ 

         dD2(i2)         Deviation of the demand [M W] 

                         /N31     0/ 

         dGmax2(i2)      Change of maximum power ca pacity of generator i [MW] 

                         /N31    0/ 

         dGCup2(i2)      Generation costs of up reg ulation of generator i [€-MW] 

                         /N31    11/ 

         dGCdown2(i2)    Generation costs of down r egulation of generator i [€-MW] 

                         /N31    -8/ 

 

PARAMETERS 

*Parameters of system 3 

         Gmax3(i3)       Maximum capacity of produc tion of generator i [MW] 

                         /N32    100/ 

         GC3(i3)         Generation costs of each g enerator i [€-MW] 

                         /N32    6/ 

         D3(i3)          Mean demand in each node [ Mw] 

                         /N32     0/ 
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         dD3(i3)         Deviation of the demand [M W] 

                         /N32     0/ 

         dGmax3(i3)      Change of maximum power ca pacity of generator i [MW] 

                         /N32    0/ 

         dGCup3(i3)      Generation costs of up reg ulation of generator i [€-MW] 

                         /N32    8/ 

         dGCdown3(i3)    Generation costs of down r egulation of generator i [€-MW] 

                         /N32    -5/ 

 

PARAMETERS 

*Parameters of system 4 

         Gmax4(i4)       Maximum capacity of produc tion of generator i [MW] 

                         /N33    100/ 

         GC4(i4)         Generation costs of each g enerator i [€-MW] 

                         /N33    8/ 

         D4(i4)          Mean demand in each node [ MW] 

                         /N33     0/ 

         dD4(i4)         Deviation of the demand [M W] 

                         /N33     0/ 

         dGmax4(i4)      Change of maximum power ca pacity of generator i [MW] 

                         /N33    0/ 

         dGCup4(i4)      Generation costs of up reg ulation of generator i [€-MW] 

                         /N33    10/ 

         dGCdown4(i4)    Generation costs of down r egulation of generator i [€-MW] 

                         /N33    -7/ 

 

TABLE    A1(i1,l1)  Branch-to-node incidence matrix  [-] 

                 L1-2    L1-3    L2-4    L3-4    L2 -5    L2-6    L4-6    L5-7    

L6-7    L6-8    L6-9    L6-10   L9-11   L9-10   L4- 12   L12-13  L12-14  L12-15  

L12-16  L14-15  L16-17  L15-18  L18-19  L19-20  L10 -20  L10-17  L10-21  L10-22  

L21-22  L15-23  L22-24  L23-24  L24-25  L25-26  L25 -27  L28-27  L27-29  L27-30  

L29-30  L8-28   L6-28 

         N1      1       1 

         N2      -1              1               1       1 

         N3              -1              1 

         N4                      -1      -1                      1                                                               

1 

         N5                                      -1                       1 
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         N6                                              -1      -1              1       

1       1       1                     

1 

         N7                                                              -1      -1 

         N8                                                                              

- 1                                                                                                                            

1 

         N9                                                                                      

-1              1       1 

         N10                                                                                             

-1              - 1                                                                                      

1       1       1       1 

         N11                                                                                                     

-1 

         N12                                                                                                                     

-1      1       1       1       1 

         N13                                                                                                                             

-1 

         N14                                                                                                                        

-1                      1 

         N15                                                                                                                          

-1              - 1              1                               

1 

         N16                                                                                                                          

-1              1 

         N17                                                                                                                                                            

-1                                      -1 

         N18                                                                                                                                                                             

-1      1 

         N19                                                                                                                          

-1      1 

         N20                                                                                                                          

-1      -1 

         N21                                                                                                                          

-1              1 

         N22                                                                                                                          

-1      -1              1 

         N23                                                                                                                          

-1              1 

         N24                                                                                                                          

-1      -1      1 
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         N25                                                                                                                          

-1      1       1 

         N26                                                                                                                          

-1 

         N27                                                                                                                          

-1      -1      1       1 

         N28                                                                                                                                                                                                                

1                               -1      -1 

         N2 9                                                                                                                            

-1              1 

         N30                                                                                                                          

-1      -1 

 

TABLE    X1(l1,l1)  Diagonal matrix of branch react ances [p.u.] 

                 L1-2    L1-3    L2-4    L3-4    L2 -5    L2-6    L4-6    L5-7    

L6-7    L6-8    L6-9    L6-10   L9-11   L9-10   L4- 12   L12-13  L12-14  L12-15  

L12-16  L14-15  L16-17  L15-18  L18-19  L19-20  L10 -20  L10-17  L10-21  L10-22  

L21-22  L15-23  L22-24  L23-24  L24-25  L25-26  L25 -27  L28-27  L27-29  L27-30  

L29-30  L8-28   L6-28 

         L1-2    0.0575 

         L1-3            0.1852 

         L2-4                    0.1737 

         L3-4                            0.0379 

         L2-5                                    0. 1983 

         L2-6                                            0.1763 

         L4-6                                                    0.0414 

         L5-7                                                            0.1160 

         L6-7                                                                    

0.0820 

         L6-8                                                                            

0.0420 

         L6-9                                                                                    

0.2090 

         L6-10                                                                                           

0.5560 

         L9- 11                                                                                                   

0.2080 

         L9-10                                                                                                           

0.1100 

         L4- 12                                                                                                                   

0.2560 
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         L12-13                                                                                                                          

0.1400 

         L12- 14                                                                                                                           

0.2559 

         L12-15                                                                                                                                  

0.1304 

         L12- 16                                                                                                     

0.1987 

         L14- 15                                                                                                                           

0.1997 

         L16-17                                                                                                                                          

0.1932 

         L15- 18                                                                                     

0.2185 

         L18- 19                                                                                                                           

0.1292 

         L19- 20                                                                                                                           

0.068 

         L10- 20                                                                                                                           

0.2090 

         L10-17                                                                                                                                                                  

0.0845 

         L10-21                                                                                                                                                                                                  

0.0749 

         L10- 22                                                                                             

0.1499 

         L21- 22                                                                                                             

0.0236 

         L15- 23                                                                                                                     

0.2020 

 

         L22- 24                                                                                                                    

0.1790 

         L23- 24                                                                                                            

0.2700 

         L24- 25                                                                                            

0.3292 

         L25-26                                                                                                                                                                                                 

0.3800 

         L25-27                                                                                                                                                                 

0.2087 
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         L28- 27                                                                                                                           

0.3960 

         L27- 29                                                                                                                           

0.4153 

         L27- 30                                                                                                                           

0.6027 

         L29- 30                                                                                    

0.4530 

         L8-28                                                                                                                                          

0.2000 

         L6- 28                                                                                                                           

0.0599 

 

TABLE    B1(i1,j1) Matrix of susceptances [S] 

                 N1      N2      N3      N4      N5       N6      N7      N8      N9      

N10     N11     N12     N13     N14     N15     N16      N17     N18     N19     N20     

N21     N22     N23     N24     N25     N26     N27      N28     N29     N30 

         N1      22.79   -17.39  -5.4 

         N2      -17.39  33.86           -5.76   -5 .04   -5.67 

         N3      -5.4            31.78   -26.39 

         N4              -5.76   -26.39  60.2            - 24.15                                          

-3.9 

         N5              -5.043                  13 .66           -8.62 

         N6              -5.672          -24.15          89.11   -12.2   -23.81  -

4.785  - 1.799                                                                                                                        

-16.69 

         N7                                      -8 .62   -12.195 20.82 

         N8                                              - 23.81          28.81                                                                                                         

-5 

         N9                                              - 4.785                  

18.68   -9.091  -4.81 

         N10                                             -1.799                  -

9.091  47.53                                                   - 11.83                  

-4.785  -13.351 -6.67 

         N11                                                                     -

4.808          4.808 

         N12                             - 3.906                              

27.66   -7.14   -3.908  -7.67   -5.033 

         N13                                                                                             

-7.143  7.143 
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         N14                                                                                             

-3.908          8.92    -5.008 

         N15                                                                                             

-7.67           -5      22.203                  - 4.577                               

-4.95 

         N16                                                                                             

-5.033                          10.209  -5.176 

         N17                                                                             

-11.83                                          -5. 176  17.01 

         N18                                                                                                                     

-4.58                   12.32   -7.74 

         N19                                                                                                                                             

-7.74   22.45   -14.706 

         N20                                                                             

-4.78                                                                   -14.71  

19.49 

         N21                                                                             

-13.35                                                                                  

55.72   -42.373 

         N22                                                                             

-6.67                                                                                   

-42.37  54.63           -5.587 

         N23                                                                                                                     

-4.95                                                           8.65    -3.704 

         N24                                                                                                                                                                             

-5.587  -3.704  12.33   -3.04 

         N25                                                                                                                          

-3.04   10.461  -2.63   -4.79 

         N26                                                                                                                          

-2.632  2.632 

         N27                                                                                                                          

-4.792          11.384  -2.525  -2.408  -1.659 

 

         N28                                             -16.69          - 5                                                                                                                       

-2.525  24.22 

         N29                                                                                                                          

-2.408          4.615   -2.21 

         N30                                                                                                                          

-1.659          -2.208  3.877 

 

TABLE    PTDF1(l1,i1) Matrix sensitivities between the respective power flow and 

power injection 
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          N1       N2        N3        N4        N5         N6        N7        N8        

N9        N10       N11       N12       N13       N 14       N15       N16       N17       

N18       N19       N20       N21       N22       N 23       N24       N25       N26       

N27      N28        N29           N30 

L1-2      0.6607   -0.1814    0.1521    0.0480   -0 .0943   -0.0074   -0.0434   -

0.0073    0.0020    0.0069    0.0020    0.0257    0 .0257    0.0230    0.0209   

0.0179    0.0102    0.0160    0.0131    0.0116    0 .0073    0.0074    0.0158    

0.0090    0.0035    0.0035    0.00000   -0.0066   0 .0000        0 

L1-3      0.3393    0.1814   -0.1521   -0.0480    0 .0943    0.0074    0.0434    

0.0073   -0.0020   -0.0069   -0.0020   -0.0257   -0 .0257   -0.0230   -0.0209   -

0.0179   -0.0102   -0.0160   -0.0131   -0.0116   -0 .0073   -0.0074   -0.0158   -

0.0090   -0.0035   -0.0035         0    0.0066        0        0 

L2-4      0.2170    0.2930   -0.0275   -0.0776    0 .1524    0.0119    0.0701    

0.0117   -0.0032   -0.0111   -0.0032   -0.0415   -0 .0415   -0.0372   -0.0337   -

0.0289   -0.0165   -0.0258   -0.0212   -0.0187   -0 .0118   -0.0120   -0.0255   -

0.0145   -0.0056   -0.0056         0    0.0107        0        0 

L3-4      0.3393    0.1814    0.8479   -0.0480    0 .0943    0.0074    0.0434    

0.0073   -0.0020   -0.0069   -0.0020   -0.0257   -0 .0257   -0.0230   -0.0209   -

0.0179   -0.0102   -0.0160   -0.0131   -0.0116   -0 .0073   -0.0074   -0.0158   -

0.0090   -0.0035   -0.0035         0    0.0066        0        0 

L2-5      0.1366    0.1619    0.0553    0.0387   -0 .4217   -0.0060   -0.1781   -

0.0058    0.0016    0.0056    0.0016    0.0207    0 .0207    0.0185    0.0168   

0.0144    0.0082    0.0129    0.0105    0.0093    0 .0059    0.0060    0.0127    

0.0072    0.0028    0.0028         0   -0.0053         0        0 

L2-6      0.3071    0.3638    0.1243    0.0869    0 .1751   -0.0134    0.0647   -

0.0131    0.0036    0.0125    0.0036    0.0465    0 .0465    0.0416    0.0378   

0.0323    0.0185    0.0289    0.0237    0.0210    0 .0132    0.0134    0.0286    

0.0162    0.0063    0.0063         0   -0.0119         0        0 

L4-6      0.3971    0.3201    0.6450    0.6957    0 .1063   -0.1071   -0.0187   -

0.1051    0.0286    0.0999    0.0286    0.3725    0 .3725    0.3332    0.3025   

0.2588    0.1483    0.2317    0.1898    0.1677    0 .1056    0.1074    0.2286    

0.1297    0.0503    0.0503         0   -0.0955         0        0 

L5-7      0.1366    0.1619    0.0553    0.0387    0 .5783   -0.0060   -0.1781   -

0.0058    0.0016    0.0056    0.0016    0.0207    0 .0207    0.0185    0.0168   

0.0144    0.0082    0.0129    0.0105    0.0093    0 .0059    0.0060    0.0127    

0.0072    0.0028    0.0028         0   -0.0053         0        0 

L6-7     -0.1366   -0.1619   -0.0553   -0.0387   -0 .5783    0.0060   -0.8219    

0.0058   -0.0016   -0.0056   -0.0016   -0.0207   -0 .0207   -0.0185   -0.0168   -

0.0144   -0.0082   -0.0129   -0.0105   -0.0093   -0 .0059   -0.0060   -0.0127   -

0.0072   -0.0028   -0.0028         0    0.0053        0        0 

L6-8      0.1279    0.1281    0.1273    0.1272    0 .1286    0.1292    0.1289   -

0.7304    0.1160    0.1090    0.1160    0.1127    0 .1127    0.1099    0.1078   

0.1112    0.1097    0.1082    0.1085    0.1086    0 .1042    0.1027    0.0976    

0.0839    0.0325    0.0325          0   -0.0618        0        0 
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L6-9      0.1246    0.1271    0.1163    0.1146    0 .1343    0.1414    0.1385    

0.1388   -0.4757   -0.2741   -0.4757   -0.0816   -0 .0816   -0.1022   -0.1183   -

0.1619   -0.2400   -0.1728   -0.2050   -0.2220   -0 .2546   -0.2485   -0.1410   -

0.1713   -0.0665   -0.0665         0    0.1261        0        0 

L6-10     0.0715    0.0729    0.0667    0.0657    0 .0771    0.0811    0.0795    

0.0796   -0.0751   -0.1573   -0.0751   -0.0468   -0 .0468   -0.0586   -0.0679   -

0.0929   -0.1377   -0.0991   -0.1176   -0.1274   -0 .1461   -0.1426   -0.0809   -

0.0983   -0.0381   -0.0381         0    0.0724        0        0 

L9-11          0         0         0         0         0         0         0         

0         0         0        -1         0         0          0         0         0         

0         0         0         0         0         0          0         0         0         

0         0         0        0        0 

L9-10     0.1246    0.1271    0.1163    0.1146    0 .1343    0.1414    0.1385    

0.1388    0.5243   -0.2741    0.5243   -0.0816   -0 .0816   -0.1022   -0.1183   -

0.1619   -0.2400   -0.1728   -0.2050   -0.2220   -0 .2546   -0.2485   -0.1410   -

0.1713   -0.0665   -0.0665         0    0.1261        0        0 

L4-12     0.1592    0.1542    0.1754    0.1787    0 .1403    0.1264    0.1322    

0.1240   -0.0337   -0.1180   -0.0337   -0.4398   -0 .4398   -0.3934   -0.3571   -

0.3056   -0.1751   -0.2735   -0.2240   -0.1980   -0 .1247   -0.1268   -0.2698   -

0.1531   -0.0594   -0.0594         0    0.1127        0        0 

L12-13         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         

0         0         0         0         0        -1          0         0         0         

0         0         0         0         0         0          0         0         0         

0         0         0        0        0 

L12-14    0.0282    0.0276    0.0302    0.0306    0 .0259    0.0242    0.0249    

0.0238    0.0074   -0.0015    0.0074    0.0770    0 .0770   -0.4666   -0.1104   

0.0443    0.0125   -0.0723   -0.0498   -0.0379   -0 .0067   -0.0084   -0.0757   -

0.0294   -0.0114   -0.0114          0    0.0216        0        0 

L12-15    0.0987    0.0965    0.1055    0.1069    0 .0906    0.0847    0.0871    

0.0831    0.0259   -0.0051    0.0259    0.2691    0 .2691   -0.0987   -0.3857   

0.1548    0.0436   -0.2526   -0.1739   -0.1324   -0 .0236   -0.0294   -0.2646   -

0.1026   -0.0398   -0.0398          0    0.0755        0        0 

L12-16    0.0323    0.0301    0.0397    0.0412    0 .0238    0.0175    0.0201    

0.0171   -0.0670   -0.1115   -0.0670    0.2141    0 .2141    0.1719    0.1390   -

0.5046   -0.2311    0.0514   -0.0004   -0.0277   -0 .0943   -0.0890    0.0705   -

0.0212   -0.0082   -0.0082         0    0.0156        0        0 

L14-15    0.0282    0.0276    0.0302    0.0306    0 .0259    0.0242    0.0249    

0.0238    0.0074   -0.0015    0.0074    0.0770    0 .0770    0.5334   -0.1104   

0.0443    0.0125   -0.0723   -0.0498   -0.0379   -0 .0067   -0.0084   -0.0757   -

0.0294   -0.0114   -0.0114         0    0.0216         0        0 

L16-17    0.0323    0.0301    0.0397    0.0412    0 .0238    0.0175    0.0201    

0.0171   -0.0670   -0.1115   -0.0670    0.2141    0 .2141    0.1719    0.1390   

0.4954   -0.2311    0.0514   -0.0004   -0.0277   -0 .0943   -0.0890    0.0705   -

0.0212   -0.0082   -0.0082         0    0.0156         0        0 
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L15-18    0.0041    0.0028    0.0082    0.0091   -0 .0008   -0.0044   -0.0029   -

0.0043   -0.0565   -0.0839   -0.0565    0.1071    0 .1071    0.1517    0.1865   

0.0274   -0.0501   -0.5583   -0.4074   -0.3280   -0 .0670   -0.0617    0.1090    

0.0053    0.0020    0.0020         0   -0.0039         0        0 

L18-19    0.0041    0.0028    0.0082    0.0091   -0 .0008   -0.0044   -0.0029   -

0.0043   -0.0565   -0.0839   -0.0565    0.1071    0 .1071    0.1517    0.1865   

0.0274   -0.0501    0.4417   -0.4074   -0.3280   -0 .0670   -0.0617    0.1090    

0.0053    0.0020    0.0020         0   -0.0039         0        0 

L19-20    0.0041    0.0028    0.0082    0.0091   -0 .0008   -0.0044   -0.0029   -

0.0043   -0.0565   -0.0839   -0.0565    0.1071    0 .1071    0.1517    0.1865   

0.0274   -0.0501    0.4417    0.5926   -0.3280   -0 .0670   -0.0617    0.1090    

0.0053    0.0020    0.0020         0   -0.0039         0        0 

L10-20   -0.0041   -0.0028   -0.0082   -0.0091    0 .0008    0.0044    0.0029    

0.0043    0.0565    0.0839    0.0565   -0.1071   -0 .1071   -0.1517   -0.1865   -

0.0274    0.0501   -0.4417   -0.5926   -0.6720    0 .0670    0.0617   -0.1090   -

0.0053   -0.0020   -0.0020         0    0.0039        0        0 

L10-17   -0.0323   -0.0301   -0.0397   -0.0412   -0 .0238   -0.0175   -0.0201   -

0.0171    0.0670    0.1115    0.0670   -0.2141   -0 .2141   -0.1719   -0.1390   -

0.4954   -0.7689   -0.0514    0.0004    0.0277    0 .0943    0.0890   -0.0705    

0.0212    0.0082    0.0082         0   -0.0156        0        0 

L10-21    0.1403    0.1406    0.1393    0.1391    0 .1414    0.1422    0.1419    

0.1396    0.1966    0.2252    0.1966    0.1163    0 .1163    0.0983    0.0841   

0.1617    0.2059    0.1335    0.1627    0.1780   -0 .4342   -0.3269   -0.0256   -

0.1723   -0.0669   -0.0669         0    0.1269         0        0 

L10-22    0.0922    0.0924    0.0915    0.0914    0 .0929    0.0935    0.0932    

0.0917    0.1292    0.1480    0.1292    0.0764    0 .0764    0.0646    0.0553   

0.1063    0.1353    0.0877    0.1069    0.1170   -0 .1279   -0.2148   -0.0168   -

0.1132   -0.0439   -0.0439         0    0.0834         0        0 

L21-22    0.1403    0.1406    0.1393    0.1391    0 .1414    0.1422    0.1419    

0.1396    0.1966    0.2252    0.1966    0.1163    0 .1163    0.0983    0.0841   

0.1617    0.2059    0.1335    0.1627    0.1780    0 .5658   -0.3269   -0.0256   -

0.1723   -0.0669   -0.0669         0    0.1269         0        0 

L15-23    0.1228    0.1214    0.1275    0.1285    0 .1173    0.1133    0.1150    

0.1112    0.0898    0.0774    0.0898    0.2391    0 .2391    0.2830    0.3173   

0.1717    0.1061    0.2334    0.1838    0.1577    0 .0367    0.0239   -0.4493   -

0.1373   -0.0533   -0.0533         0    0.1011         0        0 

L22-24    0.2325    0.2330    0.2309    0.2305    0 .2343    0.2357    0.2351    

0.2313    0.3258    0.3732    0.3258    0.1928    0 .1928    0.1628    0.1394   

0.2680    0.3412    0.2212    0.2695    0.2950    0 .4379    0.4583   -0.0424   -

0.2855   -0.1108   -0.1108         0    0.2102         0        0 

L23-24    0.1228    0.1214    0.1275    0.1285    0 .1173    0.1133    0.1150    

0.1112    0.0898    0.0774    0.0898    0.2391    0 .2391    0.2830    0.3173   

0.1717    0.1061    0.2334    0.1838    0.1577    0 .0367    0.0239    0.5507   -

0.1373   -0.0533   -0.0533         0    0.1011         0        0 
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L24-25    0.3553    0.3543    0.3584    0.3590    0 .3517    0.3490    0.3501    

0.3425    0.4156    0.4506    0.4156    0.4319    0 .4319    0.4458    0.4568   

0.4397    0.4473    0.4546    0.4533    0.4527    0 .4746    0.4822    0.5083    

0.5772   -0.1640   -0.1640         0    0.3113         0        0 

L25-26         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         

0         0         0         0         0         0          0         0        0         

0         0         0         0         0         0          0         0         0        

-1         0         0         0        0 

L25-27    0.3553    0.3543    0.3584    0.3590    0 .3517    0.3490    0.3501    

0.3425    0.4156    0.4506    0.4156    0.4319    0 .4319    0.4458    0.4568   

0.4397    0.4473    0.4546    0.4533    0.4527    0 .4746    0.4822    0.5083    

0.5772    0.8360    0.8360         0    0.3113         0        0 

L28-27    0.6447    0.6457    0.6416    0.6410    0 .6483    0.6510    0.6499    

0.6575    0.5844    0.5494    0.5844    0.5681    0 .5681    0.5542    0.5432   

0.5603    0.5527    0.5454    0.5467    0.5473    0 .5254    0.5178    0.4917    

0.4228    0.1640    0.1640         0    0.6887         0        0 

L27-29    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0 .4097    0.4097    0.4097    

0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0 .4097    0.4097    0.4097   

0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0 .4097    0.4097    0.4097    

0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097   -0 .3080        0 

L27-30    0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0 .5903    0.5903    0.5903    

0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0 .5903    0.5903    0.5903   

0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0 .5903    0.5903    0.5903    

0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0.5903    0 .3080        0 

L29-30    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0 .4097    0.4097    0.4097    

0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0 .4097    0.4097    0.4097   

0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0 .4097    0.4097    0.4097    

0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0.4097    0 .6920        0 

L8-28     0.1279    0.1281    0.1273    0.1272    0 .1286    0.1292    0.1289    

0.2696    0.1160    0.1090    0.1160    0.1127    0 .1127    0.1099    0.1078   

0.1112    0.1097    0.1082    0.1085    0.1086    0 .1042    0.1027    0.0976    

0.0839    0.0325    0.0325    0.0000   -0.0618         0        0 

L6-28     0.5168    0.5176    0.5143    0.5138    0 .5197    0.5218    0.5209    

0.3880    0.4685    0.4404    0.4685    0.4554    0 .4554    0.4442    0.4355   

0.4491    0.4430    0.4372    0.4382    0.4387    0 .4211    0.4151    0.3941    

0.3389    0.1315    0.1315         0   -0.2495         0        0; 

 

SCALAR 

k                Index to set the number of scenari os created   /0/ 

M                Very big number                                /9999/ 

DCFLOWLIMIT      Limit of HVDC link                             /100/ 

NTC_LIMIT        Net Transmission Capactity                     /1000/ 
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Losses0_1_SPOT           Losses in the Spot Market in iteration i-1      /0/ 

Losses1_1_SPOT           Losses in the Spot Market in iteration i        /0/ 

Losses0_1_BALANCING      Losses in the Balancing Ma rket in iteration i-1 /0/ 

Losses1_1_BALANCING      Losses in the Balancing Ma rket in iteration i   /0/ 

 

TOLERANCE                Tolerance admitted                      /0.01/ 

counter                  Counter of the number of i terations     /0/ 

 

STOCHASTICITY            Stochasticity factor   /0. 1/; 

 

VARIABLES 

*OOBJECTIVE VARIABLES 

OC                 Operation Costs [€] 

dOC                Balancing costs [€] 

OF                 Total Costs [€] 

*VARIABLES SYSTEM 1 

G1(i1)               Generation of generator at nod e i1 in system 1[MW] 

G2(i2)               Generation of generator at nod e i2 in system 2[MW] 

G3(i3)               Generation of generator at nod e i3 in system 3[MW] 

G4(i4)               Generation of generator at nod e i4 in system 4[MW] 

dGup1(i1)            Up-regulation of generator i1 in system 1[MW] 

dGup2(i2)            Up-regulation of generator i2 in system 2[MW] 

dGup3(i3)            Up-regulation of generator i3 in system 3[MW] 

dGup4(i4)            Up-regulation of generator i4 in system 4[MW] 

dGdown1(i1)          Down-regulation of generator i 1 in system 1[MW] 

dGdown2(i2)          Down-regulation of generator i 2 in system 2[MW] 

dGdown3(i3)          Down-regulation of generator i 3 in system 3[MW] 

dGdown4(i4)          Down-regulation of generator i 4 in system 4[MW] 

 

F1_SPOT(l1)               AC flows in the spot mark et[MW] 

F1_BALANCING(l1)          AC flows in the balancing  market[MW] 

 

DCFLOW12_SPOT            DCFLOW between system 1 an d 2 in the spot market[MW] 

DCFLOW13_SPOT            DCFLOW between system 1 an d 3 in the spot market[MW] 

DCFLOW14_SPOT            DCFLOW between system 1 an d 4 in the spot market[MW] 

 

DCFLOW12_BALANCING       DCFLOW between system 1 an d 2 in the balancing market 

DCFLOW13_BALANCING       DCFLOW between system 1 an d 3 in the balancing market 
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DCFLOW14_BALANCING       DCFLOW between system 1 an d 4 in the balancing market 

 

u_1                      Dual variable of the TOTAL ENERGY constraint 

v_up_lines_1(l1)         Dual variable of the LINES UP constraint 

v_down_lines_1(l1)       Dual variable of the LINES DOWN constraint 

w_up_gen_1(i1)           Dual variable of the GENER ATIONmax constraint 

w_down_gen_1(i1)         Dual variable of the GENRA TIONmin constraint 

s_dGup1_positive(i1)     Dual variable of dGup1(i1)  

s_dGdown1_negative(i1)   Dual variable of dGdown1(i 1) 

x_NTC_OUT                Dual variable of the NTC c onstraint 

x_NTC_IN                 Dual variable of the NTC c onstraint 

y_DCFLOW12_DOWN          Dual variable of DCFLOW12 

y_DCFLOW12_UP            Dual variable of DCFLOW12 

y_DCFLOW13_DOWN          Dual variable of DCFLOW13 

y_DCFLOW13_UP            Dual variable of DCFLOW13 

y_DCFLOW14_DOWN          Dual variable of DCFLOW14 

y_DCFLOW14_UP            Dual variable of DCFLOW14 

 

*VARIABLES SYSTEM 2 

u_2                      Dual variable of the TOTAL ENERGY constraint 

w_up_gen_2(i2)           Dual variable of the GENER ATIONmax constraint 

w_down_gen_2(i2)         Dual variable of the GENRA TIONmin constraint 

s_dGup2_positive(i2)     Dual variable of dGup2(i2)  

s_dGdown2_negative(i2)   Dual variable of dGdown2(i 2) 

 

*VARIABLES SYSTEM 3 

u_3                      Dual variable of the TOTAL ENERGY constraint 

w_up_gen_3(i3)           Dual variable of the GENER ATIONmax constraint 

w_down_gen_3(i3)         Dual variable of the GENRA TIONmin constraint 

s_dGup3_positive(i3)     Dual variable of dGup3(i3)  

s_dGdown3_negative(i3)   Dual variable of dGdown3(i 3) 

 

*VARIABLES SYSTEM 4 

u_4                      Dual variable of the TOTAL ENERGY constraint 

w_up_gen_4(i4)           Dual variable of the GENER ATIONmax constraint 

w_down_gen_4(i4)         Dual variable of the GENRA TIONmin constraint 

s_dGup4_positive(i4)     Dual variable of dGup4(i4)  

s_dGdown4_negative(i4)   Dual variable of dGdown4(i 4) 
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*VARIABLES OF THE PROBLEM 

DCFLOW12_SPOT            DCFLOW between system 1 an d 2 in the Spot Market 

DCFLOW13_SPOT            DCFLOW between system 1 an d 3 in the Spot Market 

DCFLOW14_SPOT            DCFLOW between system 1 an d 4 in the Spot Market 

 

DCFLOW12_BALANCING       DCFLOW between system 1 an d 2 in the Balancing Market 

DCFLOW13_BALANCING       DCFLOW between system 1 an d 3 in the Balancing Market 

DCFLOW14_BALANCING       DCFLOW between system 1 an d 4 in the Balancing Market 

 

BINARY VARIABLES 

*BINARY VARIBLES OF SYSTEM 1 

B_up_lines_1(l1)        Binary varaible for the con straint of the lines 

B_down_lines_1(l1)      Binary varaible for the con straint of the lines 

B_up_gen_1(i1)          Binary varaible for the con straint of the generators 

B_down_gen_1(i1)        Binary varaible for the con straint of the generators 

B_complementary_1(i1)   Binary variable for the com plementary of the variables 

B_dGup1_positive(i1)    Binary variable for the non -negative constraint 

B_dGdown1_negative(i1)  Binary variable for the non -positive constraint 

B_x_NTC_OUT             Binary variable for the NTC  constraint. Maximum outflow 

B_x_NTC_IN              Binary variable for the NTC  constraint. Maximum inflow 

B_DCFLOW12_DOWN         Binary varaible for the DCF LOW12 constraint 

B_DCFLOW12_UP           Binary varaible for the DCF LOW12 constraint 

B_DCFLOW13_DOWN         Binary varaible for the DCF LOW13 constraint 

B_DCFLOW13_UP           Binary varaible for the DCF LOW13 constraint 

B_DCFLOW14_DOWN         Binary varaible for the DCF LOW14 constraint 

B_DCFLOW14_UP           Binary varaible for the DCF LOW14 constraint 

*BINARY VARIABLES OF SYSTEM 2 

B_up_gen_2(i2)           Binary variable for the co nstraint of the generators 

B_down_gen_2(i2)         Binary variable for the co nstraint of the generators 

B_complementary_2(i2)    Binary variable for the co mplementary of the variables 

B_dGup2_positive(i2)     Binary variable for the no n-negative constraint 

B_dGdown2_negative(i2)   Binary variable for the no n-positive constraint 

*BINARY VARIABLES OF SYSTEM 3 

B_up_gen_3(i3)           Binary variable for the co nstraint of the generators 

B_down_gen_3(i3)         Binary variable for the co nstraint of the generators 

B_complementary_3(i3)    Binary variable for the co mplementary of the variables 

B_dGup3_positive(i3)     Binary variable for the no n-negative constraint 
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B_dGdown3_negative(i3)   Binary variable for the no n-positive constraint 

*BINARY VARIBLES OF SYSTEM 4 

B_up_gen_4(i4)           Binary varaible for the co nstraint of the generators 

B_down_gen_4(i4)         Binary varaible for the co nstraint of the generators 

B_complementary_4(i4)    Binary variable for the co mplementary of the variables 

B_dGup4_positive(i4)     Binary variable for the no n-negative constraint 

B_dGdown4_negative(i4)   Binary variable for the no n-positive constraint 

 

POSITIVE VARIABLE 

G1(i1)                   Generation of generator at  node i1 must be positive [MW] 

G2(i2)                   Generation of generator at  node i2 must be positive[MW] 

G3(i3)                   Generation of generator at  node i3 must be positive[MW] 

G4(i4)                   Generation of generator at  node i4 must be positive[MW] 

dGup1(i1)                Up-regulation of generator  i1 must be positive[MW] 

dGup2(i2)                Up-regulation of generator  i2 must be positive[MW] 

dGup3(i3)                Up-regulation of generator  i3 must be positive[MW] 

dGup4(i4)                Up-regulation of generator  i4 must be positive[MW] 

 

NEGATIVE VARIABLE 

dGdown1(i1)          Down-regulation of generator i 1 must be negative[MW] 

dGdown2(i2)          Down-regulation of generator i 2 must be negative[MW] 

dGdown3(i3)          Down-regulation of generator i 3 must be negative[MW] 

dGdown4(i4)          Down-regulation of generator i 4 must be negative[MW] 

 

POSITIVE VARIABLES 

v_up_lines_1(l1)         Dual variable of the LINES UP constraint 

v_down_lines_1(l1)       Dual variable of the LINES DOWN constraint 

w_up_gen_1(i1)           Dual variable of the GENER ATIONmax constraint 

w_down_gen_1(i1)         Dual variable of the GENRA TIONmin constraint 

s_dGup1_positive(i1)     Dual variable of dGup1(i1)  

s_dGdown1_negative(i1)   Dual variable of dGdown1(i 1) 

x_NTC_OUT                Dual variable of the NTC c onstraint 

x_NTC_IN                 Dual variable of the NTC c onstraint 

y_DCFLOW12_DOWN          Dual variable of DCFLOW12 

y_DCFLOW12_UP            Dual variable of DCFLOW12 

y_DCFLOW13_DOWN          Dual variable of DCFLOW13 

y_DCFLOW13_UP            Dual variable of DCFLOW13 

y_DCFLOW14_DOWN          Dual variable of DCFLOW14 
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y_DCFLOW14_UP            Dual variable of DCFLOW14 

 

w_up_gen_2(i2)           Dual variable of the GENER ATIONmax constraint 

w_down_gen_2(i2)         Dual variable of the GENRA TIONmin constraint 

s_dGup2_positive(i2)     Dual variable of dGup2(i2)  

s_dGdown2_negative(i2)   Dual variable of dGdown2(i 2) 

 

w_up_gen_3(i3)           Dual variable of the GENER ATIONmax constraint 

w_down_gen_3(i3)         Dual variable of the GENRA TIONmin constraint 

s_dGup3_positive(i3)     Dual variable of dGup3(i3)  

s_dGdown3_negative(i3)   Dual variable of dGdown3(i 3) 

 

w_up_gen_4(i4)           Dual variable of the GENER ATIONmax constraint 

w_down_gen_4(i4)         Dual variable of the GENRA TIONmin constraint 

s_dGup4_positive(i4)     Dual variable of dGup4(i4)  

s_dGdown4_negative(i4)   Dual variable of dGdown4(i 4); 

 

*LIMITS GENERATORS OUTPUTS 

G1.UP(i1) = Gmax1(i1); 

G2.UP(i2) = Gmax2(i2); 

G3.UP(i3) = Gmax3(i3); 

G4.UP(i4) = Gmax4(i4); 

 

*LIMITS OF TRANSMISSION LINES 

F1_SPOT.UP(l1) = CL1(l1); 

F1_SPOT.LO(l1) = -CL1(l1); 

F1_BALANCING.UP(l1) = CL1(l1); 

F1_BALANCING.LO(l1) = -CL1(l1); 

 

*LIMITS OF DC FLOWS 

DCFLOW12_SPOT.UP = DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW13_SPOT.UP = DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW14_SPOT.UP = DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW12_BALANCING.UP = DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW13_BALANCING.UP = DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW14_BALANCING.UP = DCFLOWLIMIT; 

 

DCFLOW12_SPOT.LO = -DCFLOWLIMIT; 
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DCFLOW13_SPOT.LO = -DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW14_SPOT.LO = -DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW12_BALANCING.LO = -DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW13_BALANCING.LO = -DCFLOWLIMIT; 

DCFLOW14_BALANCING.LO = -DCFLOWLIMIT; 

 

EQUATIONS 

 

SPOT_COSTS                       Objective function  I: Operation costs [€] 

BALANCING_COSTS                  Objective function  II: Operation costs [€] 

TOTAL_COSTS                      TOTAL COSTS 

 

*SPOT MARKET 

SPOT_AC_FLOWS_1(l1)              AC flows in the sp ot market[MW] 

SPOT_LINES_DOWN_1(l1)            Capacity constrain ts in each line [MW] 

SPOT_LINES_UP_1(l1)              Capacity constrain ts in each line [MW] 

SPOT_GENERATION_1(i1)            Maximum Capacity c onstraints on each generator 

[MW] 

SPOT_TOTAL_ENERGY_1              Balance of the tot al generation and demand 

NTC_SPOT_OUT                     Net Transmission C apacity in the Spot Market 

NTC_SPOT_IN                      Net Transmission C apacity in the Spot Market 

 

SPOT_TOTAL_ENERGY_2             Balance of the tota l generation and demand in 

system 2 

SPOT_TOTAL_ENERGY_3             Balance of the tota l generation and demand in 

system 2 

SPOT_TOTAL_ENERGY_4             Balance of the tota l generation and demand in 

system 2 

 

*BALANCING MARKET 

*PRIMAL CONDITIONS SYSTEM 1 

AC_FLOWS_BALANCING_1(l1)         AC flows in the Ba lancing Market[MW] 

BALANCING_LINES_DOWN_1(l1)       Capacity constrain ts in each line [MW] 

BALANCING_LINES_UP_1(l1)         Capacity constrain ts in each line [MW] 

GENERATIONmax_1(i1)              Maximum Capacity c onstraints on each generator 

[MW] 

GENERATIONmin_1(i1)              Minimum Capacity c onstraints on each generator 

[MW] 

BALANCING_TOTAL_ENERGY_1         Balance of the tot al generation and demand 
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NTC_BALANCING_OUT                Net Transmission C apacity in the Balancing Market 

NTC_BALANCING_IN                 Net Transmission C apacity in the Balancing Market 

 

*STATIONARY SYSTEM 1 

DERIVATIVE_dGup1(i1)             Partial derivative  of the Lagrangian respect to 

dGup1(i1) 

DERIVATIVE_dGdown1(i1)           Partial derivative  of the Lagrangian respect to 

dGdown1(i1) 

DERIVATIVE_DCFLOW12              Partial derivative  of the Lagrangian respect to 

DCFLOW12 

DERIVATIVE_DCFLOW13              Partial derivative  of the Lagrangian respect to 

DCFLOW13 

DERIVATIVE_DCFLOW14              Partial derivative  of the Lagrangian respect to 

DCFLOW14 

 

*SLACKNESS CONDITIONS SYSTEM 1 

SLACLNESS_v_down_lines_eq_DOWN_1(l1)    Slackness c ondition for v_up_lines 

SLACKNESS_v_down_lines_eq_UP_1(l1)      Slackness c ondition for v_up_lines 

SLACLNESS_v_down_lines_DOWN_1(l1)       Slackness c ondition for v_up_lines 

SLACLNESS_v_down_lines_UP_1(l1)         Slackness c ondition for v_up_lines 

 

SLACLNESS_v_up_lines_eq_DOWN_1(l1)  Slackness condi tion for v_down_lines 

SLACKNESS_v_up_lines_eq_UP_1(l1)    Slackness condi tion for v_down_lines 

SLACLNESS_v_up_lines_DOWN_1(l1)     Slackness condi tion for v_down_lines 

SLACLNESS_v_up_lines_UP_1(l1)       Slackness condi tion for v_down_lines 

 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_DOWN_1(i1)      Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_UP_1(i1)        Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_DOWN_1(i1)         Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_UP_1(i1)           Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen 

 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_DOWN_1(i1)    Slackness condi tion for the upper bound 

equation of w_down_gen 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_UP_1(i1)      Slackness condi tion for the lower bound 

equation of w_down_gen 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_DOWN_1(i1)       Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_UP_1(i1)         Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_DOWN_1(i1)   Slackness condit ion for the upper bound equation 

of the s_gen_up 
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SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_UP_1(i1)     Slackness condit ion for the upper bound equation 

of the s_gen_up 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_DOWN_1(i1)      Slackness condit ion for s_gen_up 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_UP_1(i1)        Slackness condit ion for s_gen_up 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_DOWN_1(i1)   Slackness cond ition for the upper bound 

equation of the s_gen_down 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_UP_1(i1)     Slackness cond ition for the upper bound 

equation of the s_gen_down 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_DOWN_1(i1)      Slackness cond ition for s_gen_down 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_UP_1(i1)        Slackness cond ition for s_gen_down 

 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup1_down(i1)         dGup1(i1) and dGdown1(i1) can't be non 0 for 

the same generator 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup1_up(i1)           dGup1(i1) and dGdown1(i1) can't be non 0 for 

the same generator 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown1_down(i1)       dGup1(i1) and dGdown1(i1) can't be non 0 for 

the same generator 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown1_up(i1)         dGup1(i1) and dGdown1(i1) can't be non 0 for 

the same generator 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_eq_DOWN_down          Slackness condition for the DCFLOW12 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_eq_DOWN_up            Slackness condition for the DCFLOW12 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_DOWN_down             Slackness condition for the DCFLOW12 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_DOWN_up               Slackness condition for the DCFLOW12 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_eq_UP_down            Slackness condition for the DCFLOW12 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_eq_UP_up              Slackness condition for the DCFLOW12 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_UP_down               Slackness condition for the DCFLOW12 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_UP_up                 Slackness condition for the DCFLOW12 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_eq_DOWN_down          Slackness condition for the DCFLOW13 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_eq_DOWN_up            Slackness condition for the DCFLOW13 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_DOWN_down             Slackness condition for the DCFLOW13 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_DOWN_up               Slackness condition for the DCFLOW13 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_eq_UP_down            Slackness condition for the DCFLOW13 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_eq_UP_up              Slackness condition for the DCFLOW13 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_UP_down               Slackness condition for the DCFLOW13 
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SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_UP_up                 Slackness condition for the DCFLOW13 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_eq_DOWN_down          Slackness condition for the DCFLOW14 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_eq_DOWN_up            Slackness condition for the DCFLOW14 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_DOWN_down             Slackness condition for the DCFLOW14 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_DOWN_up               Slackness condition for the DCFLOW14 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_eq_UP_down            Slackness condition for the DCFLOW14 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_eq_UP_up              Slackness condition for the DCFLOW14 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_UP_down               Slackness condition for the DCFLOW14 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_UP_up                 Slackness condition for the DCFLOW14 

 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_eq_DOWN_OUT        Slackness condit ion for the Net Transmission 

Capacity with flows going out(NTC) 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_eq_UP_OUT          Slackness condit ion for the Net Transmission 

Capacity with flows going out(NTC) 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_DOWN_OUT           Slackness condit ion for the Net Transmission 

Capacity with flows going out(NTC) 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_UP_OUT             Slackness condit ion for the Net Transmission 

Capacity with flows going out(NTC) 

 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_eq_DOWN_IN        Slackness conditi on for the Net Transmission 

Capacity with flows going out(NTC) 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_eq_UP_IN          Slackness conditi on for the Net Transmission 

Capacity with flows going out(NTC) 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_DOWN_IN           Slackness conditi on for the Net Transmission 

Capacity with flows going out(NTC) 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_UP_IN             Slackness conditi on for the Net Transmission 

Capacity with flows going out(NTC) 

 

*PRIMAL CONDITIONS SYSTEM 2 

GENERATIONmax_2(i2)                 Maximum Capacit y constraints on each generator 

[MW] 

GENERATIONmin_2(i2)                 Minimum Capacit y constraints on each generator 

[MW] 

BALANCING_TOTAL_ENERGY_2            Balance of the total generation and demand 

 

*STATIONARY SYSTEM 2 

DERIVATIVE_dGup2(i2)              Partial derivativ e of the Lagrangian respect to 

dGup(i) 
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DERIVATIVE_dGdown2(i2)            Partial derivativ e of the Lagrangian respect to 

dGdown(i) 

 

*SLACKNESS CONDITIONS SYSTEM 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_DOWN_2(i2)      Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_2 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_UP_2(i2)        Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_2 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_DOWN_2(i2)         Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_2 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_UP_2(i2)           Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_2 

 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_DOWN_2(i2)    Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_2 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_UP_2(i2)      Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_2 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_DOWN_2(i2)       Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_2 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_UP_2(i2)         Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_2 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_DOWN_2(i2)   Slackness condit ion for the upper bound equation 

of the s_gen_up_2 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_UP_2(i2)     Slackness condit ion for the upper bound equation 

of the s_gen_up_2 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_DOWN_2(i2)      Slackness condit ion for s_gen_up_2 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_UP_2(i2)        Slackness condit ion for s_gen_up_2 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_DOWN_2(i2)   Slackness cond ition for the upper bound 

equation of the s_gen_down_2 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_UP_2(i2)     Slackness cond ition for the upper bound 

equation of the s_gen_down_2 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_DOWN_2(i2)      Slackness cond ition for s_gen_down_2 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_UP_2(i2)        Slackness cond ition for s_gen_down_2 

 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup2_down(i2)         Complementary condition dGup2 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup2_up(i2)           Complementary condition dGup2 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown2_down(i2)       Complementary condition dGdown2 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown2_up(i2)         Complementary condition dGdown2 

 

*PRIMAL CONDITIONS SYSTEM 3 

GENERATIONmax_3(i3)                 Maximum Capacit y constraints on each generator 

[MW] 

GENERATIONmin_3(i3)                 Minimum Capacit y constraints on each generator 

[MW] 

BALANCING_TOTAL_ENERGY_3            Energy balance constraint 
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*STATIONARY SYSTEM 3 

DERIVATIVE_dGup3(i3)              Partial derivativ e of the Lagrangian respect to 

dGup3(i3) 

DERIVATIVE_dGdown3(i3)            Partial derivativ e of the Lagrangian respect to 

dGdown3(i3) 

 

*SLACKNESS CONDITIONS SYSTEM 3 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_DOWN_3(i3)      Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_3 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_UP_3(i3)        Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_3 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_DOWN_3(i3)         Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_3 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_UP_3(i3)           Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_3 

 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_DOWN_3(i3)    Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_3 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_UP_3(i3)      Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_3 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_DOWN_3(i3)       Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_3 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_UP_3(i3)         Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_3 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_DOWN_3(i3)   Slackness condit ion for the upper bound equation 

of the s_gen_up_3 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_UP_3(i3)     Slackness condit ion for the upper bound equation 

of the s_gen_up_3 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_DOWN_3(i3)    Slackness conditio n for s_gen_up_3 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_UP_3(i3)      Slackness conditio n for s_gen_up_3 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_DOWN_3(i3)   Slackness cond ition for the upper bound 

equation of the s_gen_down_3 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_UP_3(i3)     Slackness cond ition for the upper bound 

equation of the s_gen_down_3 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_DOWN_3(i3)    Slackness condit ion for s_gen_down_3 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_UP_3(i3)      Slackness condit ion for s_gen_down_3 

 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup3_down(i3)             Complement ary condition dGup3 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup3_up(i3)               Complement ary condition dGup3 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown3_down(i3)           Complement ary condition dGdown3 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown3_up(i3)             Complement ary condition dGdown3 

 

*PRIMAL CONDITIONS SYSTEM 4 
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GENERATIONmax_4(i4)                 Maximum Capacit y constraints on each generator 

[MW] 

GENERATIONmin_4(i4)                 Minimum Capacit y constraints on each generator 

[MW] 

BALANCING_TOTAL_ENERGY_4            Balance of the total generation and demand 

 

*STATIONARY SYSTEM 4 

DERIVATIVE_dGup4(i4)              Partial derivativ e of the Lagrangian respect to 

dGup4(i4) 

DERIVATIVE_dGdown4(i4)            Partial derivativ e of the Lagrangian respect to 

dGdown4(i4) 

 

*SLACKNESS CONDITIONS SYSTEM 4 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_DOWN_4(i4)      Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_4 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_UP_4(i4)        Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_4 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_DOWN_4(i4)         Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_4 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_UP_4(i4)           Slackness c ondition for w_up_gen_4 

 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_DOWN_4(i4)    Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_4 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_UP_4(i4)      Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_4 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_DOWN_4(i4)       Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_4 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_UP_4(i4)         Slackness condi tion for w_down_gen_4 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_DOWN_4(i4)   Slackness condit ion for the upper bound equation 

of the s_gen_up_4 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_UP_4(i4)     Slackness condit ion for the upper bound equation 

of the s_gen_up_4 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_DOWN_4(i4)      Slackness condit ion for s_gen_up_4 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_UP_4(i4)        Slackness condit ion for s_gen_up_4 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_DOWN_4(i4)   Slackness cond ition for the upper bound 

equation of the s_gen_down_4 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_UP_4(i4)     Slackness cond ition for the upper bound 

equation of the s_gen_down_4 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_DOWN_4(i4)      Slackness cond ition for s_gen_down_4 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_UP_4(i4)        Slackness cond ition for s_gen_down_4 

 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup4_down(i4)             Complement ary condition dGup4 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup4_up(i4)               Complement ary condition dGup4 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown4_down(i4)           Complement ary condition dGdown4 
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COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown4_up(i4)             Complement ary condition dGdown4; 

 

*EQUATIONS OF COSTS 

SPOT_COSTS..                     OC =E= sum{i1, GC1 (i1)*G1(i1)} + sum{i2, 

GC2(i2)*G2(i2)} + sum{i3, GC3(i3)*G3(i3)} + sum{i4,  GC4(i4)*G4(i4)}; 

BALANCING_COSTS..                dOC =E= sum{i1, dG Cup1(i1)*dGup1(i1) + 

dGCdown1(i1)*dGdown1(i1)} 

                                         + sum{i2, dGCup2(i2)*dGup2(i2) + 

dGCdown2(i2)*dGdown2(i2)} 

                                         + sum{i3, dGCup3(i3)*dGup3(i3) + 

dGCdown3(i3)*dGdown3(i3)} 

                                         + sum{i4, dGCup4(i4)*dGup4(i4) + 

dGCdown4(i4)*dGdown4(i4)}; 

TOTAL_COSTS..                    OF =E= OC + dOC; 

 

*SPOT MARKET 

SPOT_AC_FLOWS_1(l1)..                   F1_SPOT(l1)  =E= sum{i1, (PTDF1(l1,i1)) * 

[G1(i1)-D1(i1) + (DCFLOW12_SPOT)$(ord(i1) eq 2) 

                                                     + (DCFLOW13_SPOT)$(ord(i1) eq 

3) + (DCFLOW14_SPOT)$(ord(i1) eq 23) - E1_SPOT(i1)] }; 

SPOT_LINES_DOWN_1(l1)..                 -CL1(l1) =L = F1_SPOT(l1); 

SPOT_LINES_UP_1(l1)..                   F1_SPOT(l1)  =L= CL1(l1); 

SPOT_GENERATION_1(i1)..                 G1(i1) =L= Gmax1(i1); 

NTC_SPOT_OUT..                          F1_SPOT('L1 0-20') + F1_SPOT('L10-17') + 

F1_SPOT('L10-21') + F1_SPOT('L10-22') =L= NTC_LIMIT ; 

NTC_SPOT_IN..                           -NTC_LIMIT =L= F1_SPOT('L10-20') + 

F1_SPOT('L10-17') + F1_SPOT('L10-21') + F1_SPOT('L1 0-22'); 

 

SPOT_TOTAL_ENERGY_1..               sum {i1, DF1_SP OT(i1)*[G1(i1)-

D1(i1)+DCFLOW12_SPOT$(ord(i1) eq 2) 

                                              + (DC FLOW13_SPOT)$(ord(i1) eq 3) + 

(DCFLOW14_SPOT)$(ord(i1) eq 23)]} + losses1_1_SPOT =E= 0; 

 

SPOT_TOTAL_ENERGY_2..              sum {i2, G2(i2)- D2(i2)}-DCFLOW12_SPOT =E= 0; 

SPOT_TOTAL_ENERGY_3..              sum {i3, G3(i3)- D3(i3)}-DCFLOW13_SPOT =E= 0; 

SPOT_TOTAL_ENERGY_4..              sum {i4, G4(i4)- D4(i4)}-DCFLOW14_SPOT =E= 0; 

 

*BALACNING MARKET 

*PRIMAL CONDITIONS SYSTEM 1 
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AC_FLOWS_BALANCING_1(l1)..        F1_BALANCING(l1) =E= sum{i1, (PTDF1(l1,i1)) * 

[G1(i1)+dGup1(i1)+dGdown1(i1)-(D1(i1)+dD1(i1)) 

                                                          + 

(DCFLOW12_BALANCING)$(ord(i1) eq 2) + (DCFLOW13_BAL ANCING)$(ord(i1) eq 3) 

                                                                + 

(DCFLOW14_BALANCING)$(ord(i1) eq 23) - E1_BALANCING (i1)]}; 

 

BALANCING_LINES_DOWN_1(l1)..         -CL1(l1) =L= F 1_BALANCING(l1); 

BALANCING_LINES_UP_1(l1)..           F1_BALANCING(l 1) =L= CL1(l1); 

GENERATIONmax_1(i1)..              G1(i1)+dGup1(i1) +dGdown1(i1) =L= 

Gmax1(i1)+dGmax1(i1); 

GENERATIONmin_1(i1)..              G1(i1)+dGup1(i1) +dGdown1(i1) =G= 0; 

BALANCING_TOTAL_ENERGY_1..          sum{i1, 

DF1_BALANCING(i1)*[G1(i1)+dGup1(i1)+dGdown1(i1)-(D1 (i1)+dD1(i1)) 

                                             +DCFLO W12_BALANCING$(ord(i1) eq 

2)+(DCFLOW13_BALANCING)$(ord(i1) eq 3)+(DCFLOW14_BA LANCING)$(ord(i1) eq 23)]} 

                                             + Loss es1_1_BALANCING =E= 0; 

 

NTC_BALANCING_OUT..               F1_BALANCING('L10 -20') + F1_BALANCING('L10-17') + 

F1_BALANCING('L10-21') + F1_BALANCING('L10-22') =L=  NTC_LIMIT; 

 

NTC_BALANCING_IN..                -NTC_LIMIT =L= F1 _BALANCING('L10-20') + 

F1_BALANCING('L10-17') + F1_BALANCING('L10-21') + F 1_BALANCING('L10-22'); 

 

*STATIONARY SYSTEM 1 

DERIVATIVE_dGup1(i1)..            dGCup1(i1)   + u_ 1*DF1_BALANCING(i1) - sum{l1, 

v_down_lines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,i1)} 

                                           + sum{l1 , v_up_lines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,i1)} 

- w_down_gen_1(i1) + w_up_gen_1(i1) - s_dGup1_posit ive(i1) 

                                           + x_NTC_ OUT*{PTDF1('L10-20', i1) + 

PTDF1('L10-17', i1) + PTDF1('L10-21', i1) + PTDF1(' L10-22', i1)} 

                                           - x_NTC_ IN *{PTDF1('L10-20', i1) + 

PTDF1('L10-17', i1) + PTDF1('L10-21', i1) + PTDF1(' L10-22', i1)} =E= 0; 

 

DERIVATIVE_dGdown1(i1)..          -dGCdown1(i1) - u _1*DF1_BALANCING(i1) + sum{l1, 

v_down_lines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,i1)} 

                                           - sum{l1 , v_up_lines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,i1)} 

+ w_down_gen_1(i1) - w_up_gen_1(i1) - s_dGdown1_neg ative(i1) 

                                           - x_NTC_ OUT*{PTDF1('L10-20', i1) + 

PTDF1('L10-17', i1) + PTDF1('L10-21', i1) + PTDF1(' L10-22', i1)} 
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                                           + x_NTC_ IN *{PTDF1('L10-20', i1) + 

PTDF1('L10-17', i1) + PTDF1('L10-21', i1) + PTDF1(' L10-22', i1)} =E= 0; 

 

DERIVATIVE_DCFLOW12..            u_1*DF1_BALANCING( 'N2') - sum{l1, 

v_down_lines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,'N2')} + sum{l1, v_up_l ines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,'N2')} 

                                          + x_NTC_O UT*{PTDF1('L10-20', 'N2') + 

PTDF1('L10-17', 'N2') + PTDF1('L10-21', 'N2') + PTD F1('L10-22', 'N2')} 

                                          - x_NTC_I N *{PTDF1('L10-20', 'N2') + 

PTDF1('L10-17', 'N2') + PTDF1('L10-21', 'N2') + PTD F1('L10-22', 'N2')} 

                                            + y_DCF LOW12_up - y_DCFLOW12_Down - u_2 

=E= 0; 

 

DERIVATIVE_DCFLOW13..            u_1*DF1_BALANCING( 'N3') - sum{l1, 

v_down_lines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,'N3')} + sum{l1, v_up_l ines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,'N3')} 

                                          + x_NTC_O UT*{PTDF1('L10-20', 'N3') + 

PTDF1('L10-17', 'N3') + PTDF1('L10-21', 'N3') + PTD F1('L10-22', 'N3')} 

                                          - x_NTC_I N *{PTDF1('L10-20', 'N3') + 

PTDF1('L10-17', 'N3') + PTDF1('L10-21', 'N3') + PTD F1('L10-22', 'N3')} 

                                            + y_DCF LOW13_up - y_DCFLOW13_Down - u_3 

=E= 0; 

 

DERIVATIVE_DCFLOW14..            u_1*DF1_BALANCING( 'N23') - sum{l1, 

v_down_lines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,'N23')} + sum{l1, v_up_ lines_1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,'N23')} 

                                          + x_NTC_O UT*{PTDF1('L10-20', 'N23') + 

PTDF1('L10-17', 'N23') + PTDF1('L10-21', 'N23') + P TDF1('L10-22', 'N23')} 

                                          - x_NTC_I N *{PTDF1('L10-20', 'N23') + 

PTDF1('L10-17', 'N23') + PTDF1('L10-21', 'N23') + P TDF1('L10-22', 'N23')} 

                                            + y_DCF LOW14_up - y_DCFLOW14_Down - u_4 

=E= 0; 

 

*SLACKNESS CONDITIONS SYSTEM 1 

SLACLNESS_v_down_lines_eq_DOWN_1(l1)..          -M* (1-B_down_lines_1(l1)) =L= [-

CL1(l1) - F1_BALANCING(l1)]; 

SLACKNESS_v_down_lines_eq_UP_1(l1)..            [-C L1(l1) - F1_BALANCING(l1)] =L= 

M*(1-B_down_lines_1(l1)); 

SLACLNESS_v_down_lines_DOWN_1(l1)..             -M* B_down_lines_1(l1) =L= 

v_down_lines_1(l1); 

SLACLNESS_v_down_lines_UP_1(l1)..               v_d own_lines_1(l1) =L= 

M*B_down_lines_1(l1); 
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SLACLNESS_v_up_lines_eq_DOWN_1(l1)..             -M *(1-B_up_lines_1(l1)) =L= 

[F1_BALANCING(l1) - CL1(l1)]; 

SLACKNESS_v_up_lines_eq_UP_1(l1)..              [F1 _BALANCING(l1) - CL1(l1)] =L= 

M*(1-B_up_lines_1(l1)); 

SLACLNESS_v_up_lines_DOWN_1(l1)..                -M *B_up_lines_1(l1) =L= 

v_up_lines_1(l1); 

SLACLNESS_v_up_lines_UP_1(l1)..                  v_ up_lines_1(l1) =L= 

M*B_up_lines_1(l1); 

 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_DOWN_1(i1)..             -M *(1-B_down_gen_1(i1)) =L= [-

G1(i1)-dGup1(i1)-dGdown1(i1)]; 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_UP_1(i1)..               [- G1(i1)-dGup1(i1)-dGdown1(i1)] 

=L= M*(1-B_down_gen_1(i1)); 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_DOWN_1(i1)..                -M *B_down_gen_1(i1) =L= 

w_down_gen_1(i1); 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_UP_1(i1)..                  w_ down_gen_1(i1) =L= 

M*B_down_gen_1(i1); 

 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_DOWN_1(i1)..               -M *(1-B_up_gen_1(i1)) =L= 

[G1(i1)+dGup1(i1)+dGdown1(i1)-Gmax1(i1)-dGmax1(i1)] ; 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_UP_1(i1)..                 [G 1(i1)+dGup1(i1)+dGdown1(i1)-

Gmax1(i1)-dGmax1(i1)] =L= M*(1-B_up_gen_1(i1)); 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_DOWN_1(i1)..                  -M *B_up_gen_1(i1) =L= 

w_up_gen_1(i1); 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_UP_1(i1)..                    w_ up_gen_1(i1) =L= 

M*B_up_gen_1(i1); 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_DOWN_1(i1)..               -M *(1-B_dGup1_positive(i1)) =L= -

dGup1(i1); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_UP_1(i1)..                 -d Gup1(i1) =L= M*(1-

B_dGup1_positive(i1)); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_DOWN_1(i1)..                  -M *(B_dGup1_positive(i1)) =L= 

s_dGup1_positive(i1); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_UP_1(i1)..                    s_ dGup1_positive(i1) =L= 

M*(B_dGup1_positive(i1)); 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_DOWN_1(i1)..             -M *(1-B_dGdown1_negative(i1)) =L= 

dGdown1(i1); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_UP_1(i1)..               dG down1(i1) =L= M*(1-

B_dGdown1_negative(i1)); 
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SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_DOWN_1(i1)..                -M *B_dGdown1_negative(i1) =L= 

s_dGdown1_negative(i1); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_UP_1(i1)..                  s_ dGdown1_negative(i1) =L= 

M*B_dGdown1_negative(i1); 

 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup1_down(i1)..                   -M *(1-B_complementary_1(i1)) =L= 

dGup1(i1); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup1_up(i1)..                     dG up1(i1) =L= M*(1-

B_complementary_1(i1)); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown1_down(i1)..                 -M *B_complementary_1(i1) =L= 

dGdown1(i1); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown1_up(i1)..                   dG down1(i1) =L= 

M*B_complementary_1(i1); 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_eq_DOWN_down..                -M *(1-B_DCFLOW12_DOWN) =L= -

DCFLOWLIMIT-DCFLOW12_BALANCING; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_eq_DOWN_up..                  -D CFLOWLIMIT-DCFLOW12_BALANCING 

=L= M*(1-B_DCFLOW12_DOWN); 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_DOWN_down..                   -M *(B_DCFLOW12_DOWN) =L= 

y_DCFLOW12_DOWN; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_DOWN_up..                     y_ DCFLOW12_DOWN =L= 

M*(B_DCFLOW12_DOWN); 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_eq_UP_down..                  -M *(1-B_DCFLOW12_UP) =L= 

DCFLOW12_BALANCING-DCFLOWLIMIT; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_eq_UP_up..                    DC FLOW12_BALANCING-DCFLOWLIMIT =L= 

M*(1-B_DCFLOW12_UP); 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_UP_down..                     -M *(B_DCFLOW12_UP) =L= 

y_DCFLOW12_UP; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW12_UP_up..                       y_ DCFLOW12_UP =L= 

M*(B_DCFLOW12_UP); 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_eq_DOWN_down..                -M *(1-B_DCFLOW13_DOWN) =L= -

DCFLOWLIMIT-DCFLOW13_BALANCING; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_eq_DOWN_up..                  -D CFLOWLIMIT-DCFLOW13_BALANCING 

=L= M*(1-B_DCFLOW13_DOWN); 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_DOWN_down..                   -M *(B_DCFLOW13_DOWN) =L= 

y_DCFLOW13_DOWN; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_DOWN_up..                     y_ DCFLOW13_DOWN =L= 

M*(B_DCFLOW13_DOWN); 
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SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_eq_UP_down..                  -M *(1-B_DCFLOW13_UP) =L= 

DCFLOW13_BALANCING-DCFLOWLIMIT; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_eq_UP_up..                    DC FLOW13_BALANCING-DCFLOWLIMIT =L= 

M*(1-B_DCFLOW13_UP); 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_UP_down..                     -M *(B_DCFLOW13_UP) =L= 

y_DCFLOW13_UP; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW13_UP_up..                       y_ DCFLOW13_UP =L= 

M*(B_DCFLOW13_UP); 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_eq_DOWN_down..                -M *(1-B_DCFLOW14_DOWN) =L= -

DCFLOWLIMIT-DCFLOW14_BALANCING; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_eq_DOWN_up..                  -D CFLOWLIMIT-DCFLOW14_BALANCING 

=L= M*(1-B_DCFLOW14_DOWN); 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_DOWN_down..                   -M *(B_DCFLOW14_DOWN) =L= 

y_DCFLOW14_DOWN; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_DOWN_up..                     y_ DCFLOW14_DOWN =L= 

M*(B_DCFLOW14_DOWN); 

 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_eq_UP_down..                  -M *(1-B_DCFLOW14_UP) =L= 

DCFLOW14_BALANCING-DCFLOWLIMIT; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_eq_UP_up..                    DC FLOW14_BALANCING-DCFLOWLIMIT =L= 

M*(1-B_DCFLOW14_UP); 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_UP_down..                     -M *(B_DCFLOW14_UP) =L= 

y_DCFLOW14_UP; 

SLACKNESS_DCFLOW14_UP_up..                       y_ DCFLOW14_UP =L= 

M*(B_DCFLOW14_UP); 

 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_eq_DOWN_OUT..                    -M *(1-B_x_NTC_OUT) =L= 

F1_BALANCING('L10-20')+F1_BALANCING('L10-17')+F1_BA LANCING('L10-

21')+F1_BALANCING('L10-22')-NTC_LIMIT; 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_eq_UP_OUT..                      F1 _BALANCING('L10-

20')+F1_BALANCING('L10-17')+F1_BALANCING('L10-21')+ F1_BALANCING('L10-22')-NTC_LIMIT 

=L= M*(1-B_x_NTC_OUT); 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_DOWN_OUT..                       -M *B_x_NTC_OUT =L= x_NTC_OUT; 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_UP_OUT..                         x_ NTC_OUT =L= M*B_x_NTC_OUT; 

 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_eq_DOWN_IN..                     -M *(1-B_x_NTC_IN) =L= - NTC_LIMIT 

- [F1_BALANCING('L10-20')+F1_BALANCING('L10-17')+F1 _BALANCING('L10-

21')+F1_BALANCING('L10-22')]; 
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SLACKNESS_x_NTC_eq_UP_IN..                       -N TC_LIMIT - [F1_BALANCING('L10-

20')+F1_BALANCING('L10-17')+F1_BALANCING('L10-21')+ F1_BALANCING('L10-22')] =L= 

M*(1-B_x_NTC_IN); 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_DOWN_IN..                        -M *B_x_NTC_IN =L= x_NTC_IN; 

SLACKNESS_x_NTC_UP_IN..                          x_ NTC_IN =L= M*B_x_NTC_IN; 

 

*PRIMAL CONDITIONS SYSTEM 2 

GENERATIONmax_2(i2)..                            G2 (i2)+dGup2(i2)+dGdown2(i2) =L= 

Gmax2(i2)+dGmax2(i2); 

GENERATIONmin_2(i2)..                            G2 (i2)+dGup2(i2)+dGdown2(i2) =G= 

0; 

BALANCING_TOTAL_ENERGY_2..                       su m{i2, 

G2(i2)+dGup2(i2)+dGdown2(i2)} - sum{i2, (D2(i2)+dD2 (i2))} 

                                                 -D CFLOW12_BALANCING =E= 0; 

 

*STATIONARY SYSTEM 2 

DERIVATIVE_dGup2(i2)..                           dG Cup2(i2)   + u_2 - 

w_down_gen_2(i2) + w_up_gen_2(i2) - s_dGup2_positiv e(i2) =E= 0; 

DERIVATIVE_dGdown2(i2)..                         -d GCdown2(i2) - u_2 + 

w_down_gen_2(i2) - w_up_gen_2(i2) - s_dGdown2_negat ive(i2) =E= 0; 

 

*SLACKNESS CONDITIONS SYSTEM 2 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_DOWN_2(i2)..             -M *(1-B_down_gen_2(i2)) =L= [-

G2(i2)-dGup2(i2)-dGdown2(i2)]; 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_UP_2(i2)..               [- G2(i2)-dGup2(i2)-dGdown2(i2)] 

=L= M*(1-B_down_gen_2(i2)); 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_DOWN_2(i2)..                -M *B_down_gen_2(i2) =L= 

w_down_gen_2(i2); 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_UP_2(i2)..                  w_ down_gen_2(i2) =L= 

M*B_down_gen_2(i2); 

 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_DOWN_2(i2)..               -M *(1-B_up_gen_2(i2)) =L= 

[G2(i2)+dGup2(i2)+dGdown2(i2)-Gmax2(i2)-dGmax2(i2)] ; 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_UP_2(i2)..                 [G 2(i2)+dGup2(i2)+dGdown2(i2)-

Gmax2(i2)-dGmax2(i2)] =L= M*(1-B_up_gen_2(i2)); 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_DOWN_2(i2)..                  -M *B_up_gen_2(i2) =L= 

w_up_gen_2(i2); 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_UP_2(i2)..                    w_ up_gen_2(i2) =L= 

M*B_up_gen_2(i2); 
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SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_DOWN_2(i2)..               -M *(1-B_dGup2_positive(i2)) =L= -

dGup2(i2); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_UP_2(i2)..                 -d Gup2(i2) =L= M*(1-

B_dGup2_positive(i2)); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_DOWN_2(i2)..                  -M *(B_dGup2_positive(i2)) =L= 

s_dGup2_positive(i2); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_UP_2(i2)..                    s_ dGup2_positive(i2) =L= 

M*(B_dGup2_positive(i2)); 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_DOWN_2(i2)..             -M *(1-B_dGdown2_negative(i2)) =L= 

dGdown2(i2); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_UP_2(i2)..               dG down2(i2) =L= M*(1-

B_dGdown2_negative(i2)); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_DOWN_2(i2)..                -M *B_dGdown2_negative(i2) =L= 

s_dGdown2_negative(i2); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_UP_2(i2)..                  s_ dGdown2_negative(i2) =L= 

M*B_dGdown2_negative(i2); 

 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup2_down(i2)..                   -M *(1-B_complementary_2(i2)) =L= 

dGup2(i2); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup2_up(i2)..                     dG up2(i2) =L= M*(1-

B_complementary_2(i2)); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown2_down(i2)..                 -M *B_complementary_2(i2) =L= 

dGdown2(i2); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown2_up(i2)..                   dG down2(i2) =L= 

M*B_complementary_2(i2); 

 

*PRIMAL CONDITIONS SYSTEM 3 

GENERATIONmax_3(i3)..                            G3 (i3)+dGup3(i3)+dGdown3(i3) =L= 

Gmax3(i3)+dGmax3(i3); 

GENERATIONmin_3(i3)..                            G3 (i3)+dGup3(i3)+dGdown3(i3) =G= 

0; 

BALANCING_TOTAL_ENERGY_3..                       su m{i3, 

G3(i3)+dGup3(i3)+dGdown3(i3)} - sum{i3, (D3(i3)+dD3 (i3))} 

                                                 -D CFLOW13_BALANCING =E= 0; 

 

*STATIONARY SYSTEM 3 

DERIVATIVE_dGup3(i3)..                           dG Cup3(i3)    + u_3 - 

w_down_gen_3(i3) + w_up_gen_3(i3) - s_dGup3_positiv e(i3) =E= 0; 

DERIVATIVE_dGdown3(i3)..                         -d GCdown3(i3) - u_3 + 

w_down_gen_3(i3) - w_up_gen_3(i3) - s_dGdown3_negat ive(i3) =E= 0; 
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*SLACKNESS CONDITIONS SYSTEM 3 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_DOWN_3(i3)..             -M *(1-B_down_gen_3(i3)) =L= [-

G3(i3)-dGup3(i3)-dGdown3(i3)]; 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_UP_3(i3)..               [- G3(i3)-dGup3(i3)-dGdown3(i3)] 

=L= M*(1-B_down_gen_3(i3)); 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_DOWN_3(i3)..                -M *B_down_gen_3(i3) =L= 

w_down_gen_3(i3); 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_UP_3(i3)..                  w_ down_gen_3(i3) =L= 

M*B_down_gen_3(i3); 

 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_DOWN_3(i3)..               -M *(1-B_up_gen_3(i3)) =L= 

[G3(i3)+dGup3(i3)+dGdown3(i3)-Gmax3(i3)-dGmax3(i3)] ; 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_UP_3(i3)..                 [G 3(i3)+dGup3(i3)+dGdown3(i3)-

Gmax3(i3)-dGmax3(i3)] =L= M*(1-B_up_gen_3(i3)); 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_DOWN_3(i3)..                  -M *B_up_gen_3(i3) =L= 

w_up_gen_3(i3); 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_UP_3(i3)..                    w_ up_gen_3(i3) =L= 

M*B_up_gen_3(i3); 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_DOWN_3(i3)..               -M *(1-B_dGup3_positive(i3)) =L= -

dGup3(i3); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_UP_3(i3)..                 -d Gup3(i3) =L= M*(1-

B_dGup3_positive(i3)); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_DOWN_3(i3)..                  -M *(B_dGup3_positive(i3)) =L= 

s_dGup3_positive(i3); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_UP_3(i3)..                    s_ dGup3_positive(i3) =L= 

M*(B_dGup3_positive(i3)); 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_DOWN_3(i3)..             -M *(1-B_dGdown3_negative(i3)) =L= 

dGdown3(i3); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_UP_3(i3)..               dG down3(i3) =L= M*(1-

B_dGdown3_negative(i3)); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_DOWN_3(i3)..                -M *B_dGdown3_negative(i3) =L= 

s_dGdown3_negative(i3); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_UP_3(i3)..                  s_ dGdown3_negative(i3) =L= 

M*B_dGdown3_negative(i3); 

 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup3_down(i3)..                   -M *(1-B_complementary_3(i3)) =L= 

dGup3(i3); 
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COMPLEMENTARY_dGup3_up(i3)..                     dG up3(i3) =L= M*(1-

B_complementary_3(i3)); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown3_down(i3)..                 -M *B_complementary_3(i3) =L= 

dGdown3(i3); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown3_up(i3)..                   dG down3(i3) =L= 

M*B_complementary_3(i3); 

 

*PRIMAL CONDITIONS SYSTEM 4 

GENERATIONmax_4(i4)..                            G4 (i4)+dGup4(i4)+dGdown4(i4) =L= 

Gmax4(i4)+dGmax4(i4); 

GENERATIONmin_4(i4)..                            G4 (i4)+dGup4(i4)+dGdown4(i4) =G= 

0; 

BALANCING_TOTAL_ENERGY_4..                       su m{i4, 

G4(i4)+dGup4(i4)+dGdown4(i4)} - sum{i4, (D4(i4)+dD4 (i4))} - DCFLOW14_BALANCING =E= 

0; 

 

*STATIONARY SYSTEM 4 

DERIVATIVE_dGup4(i4)..                           dG Cup4(i4)    + u_4 - 

w_down_gen_4(i4) + w_up_gen_4(i4) - s_dGup4_positiv e(i4) =E= 0; 

DERIVATIVE_dGdown4(i4)..                         -d GCdown4(i4) - u_4 + 

w_down_gen_4(i4) - w_up_gen_4(i4) - s_dGdown4_negat ive(i4) =E= 0; 

 

*SLACKNESS CONDITIONS SYSTEM 4 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_DOWN_4(i4)..             -M *(1-B_down_gen_4(i4)) =L= [-

G4(i4)-dGup4(i4)-dGdown4(i4)]; 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_eq_UP_4(i4)..               [- G4(i4)-dGup4(i4)-dGdown4(i4)] 

=L= M*(1-B_down_gen_4(i4)); 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_DOWN_4(i4)..                -M *B_down_gen_4(i4) =L= 

w_down_gen_4(i4); 

SLACKNESS_w_down_gen_UP_4(i4)..                  w_ down_gen_4(i4) =L= 

M*B_down_gen_4(i4); 

 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_DOWN_4(i4)..               -M *(1-B_up_gen_4(i4)) =L= 

[G4(i4)+dGup4(i4)+dGdown4(i4)-Gmax4(i4)-dGmax4(i4)] ; 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_eq_UP_4(i4)..                 [G 4(i4)+dGup4(i4)+dGdown4(i4)-

Gmax4(i4)-dGmax4(i4)] =L= M*(1-B_up_gen_4(i4)); 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_DOWN_4(i4)..                  -M *B_up_gen_4(i4) =L= 

w_up_gen_4(i4); 

SLACKNESS_w_up_gen_UP_4(i4)..                    w_ up_gen_4(i4) =L= 

M*B_up_gen_4(i4); 
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SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_DOWN_4(i4)..               -M *(1-B_dGup4_positive(i4)) =L= -

dGup4(i4); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_eq_UP_4(i4)..                 -d Gup4(i4) =L= M*(1-

B_dGup4_positive(i4)); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_DOWN_4(i4)..                  -M *(B_dGup4_positive(i4)) =L= 

s_dGup4_positive(i4); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_up_UP_4(i4)..                    s_ dGup4_positive(i4) =L= 

M*(B_dGup4_positive(i4)); 

 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_DOWN_4(i4)..             -M *(1-B_dGdown4_negative(i4)) =L= 

dGdown4(i4); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_eq_UP_4(i4)..               dG down4(i4) =L= M*(1-

B_dGdown4_negative(i4)); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_DOWN_4(i4)..                -M *B_dGdown4_negative(i4) =L= 

s_dGdown4_negative(i4); 

SLACKNESS_s_gen_down_UP_4(i4)..                  s_ dGdown4_negative(i4) =L= 

M*B_dGdown4_negative(i4); 

 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup4_down(i4)..                   -M *(1-B_complementary_4(i4)) =L= 

dGup4(i4); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGup4_up(i4)..                     dG up4(i4) =L= M*(1-

B_complementary_4(i4)); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown4_down(i4)..                 -M *B_complementary_4(i4) =L= 

dGdown4(i4); 

COMPLEMENTARY_dGdown4_up(i4)..                   dG down4(i4) =L= 

M*B_complementary_4(i4); 

 

MODEL SPOT_BALANCING /ALL/; 

 

file data /KKT_without_meshed.dat/; 

put data; 

data.ap = 0; 

data.pc = 6; 

 

put 'STOCHASTICITY' STOCHASTICITY/; 

put 'OF', 'OC', 'dOC', 'TOLERANCE'/; 

 

for(k=1 to 1, 

         dD1(i1) = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*D1(i1));  
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         dGmax1('N1') = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gma x1('N1')); 

         dGmax1('N2') = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gma x1('N2')); 

         dGmax1('N8') = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gma x1('N8')); 

         dGmax1('N11') = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gm ax1('N11')); 

         dGmax1('N13') = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gm ax1('N13')); 

         dGmax1('N14') = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gm ax1('N14')); 

         dGmax1('N15') = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gm ax1('N15')); 

         dGmax1('N18') = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gm ax1('N18')); 

         dGmax2(i2) = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gmax2 (i2)); 

         dGmax3(i3) = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gmax3 (i3)); 

         dGmax4(i4) = normal(0, STOCHASTICITY*Gmax4 (i4)); 

 

         losses0_1_SPOT = 0; 

         losses1_1_SPOT = 0; 

         losses0_1_BALANCING = 0; 

         losses1_1_BALANCING = 0; 

 

         E1_SPOT(i1) = 0; 

         DF1_SPOT(i1) = 1; 

         LF1_SPOT(i1) = 0; 

         E1_BALANCING(i1) = 0; 

         DF1_BALANCING(i1) = 1; 

         LF1_BALANCING(i1) = 0; 

 

         counter = 0; 

         TOLERANCE = 0.01; 

 

         SOLVE SPOT_BALANCING USING MIP MINIMIZING OF; 

         LF1_SPOT(i1) = sum{l1, 2*R1(l1)*PTDF1(l1,i 1)*sum{j1, 

PTDF1(l1,j1)*[G1.l(j1)-D1(j1)+(DCFLOW12_SPOT.l)$(or d(j1) eq 

2)+(DCFLOW13_SPOT.l)$(ord(j1) eq 3) 

                                                                                                    

+(DCFLOW14_SPOT.l)$(ord(j1) eq 23)]}}; 

         DF1_SPOT(i1) = 1-LF1_SPOT(i1); 

         E1_SPOT(i1) = sum{l1, [0.5*R1(l1)*sqr(F1_S POT.l(l1))]$(A1(i1,l1) ne 0)}; 

 

         LF1_BALANCING(i1) = sum{l1, 2*R1(l1)*PTDF1 (l1,i1)*sum{j1, 

PTDF1(l1,j1)*[G1.l(j1)+dGup1.l(j1)+dGdown1.l(j1)-

(D1(j1)+dD1(j1))+(DCFLOW12_BALANCING.l)$(ord(j1) eq  2) 
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+(DCFLOW13_BALANCING.l)$(ord(j1) eq 3)+(DCFLOW14_BA LANCING.l)$(ord(j1) eq 23)]}}; 

         DF1_BALANCING(i1) = 1-LF1_BALANCING(i1); 

         E1_BALANCING(i1) =  sum{l1, 

[0.5*R1(l1)*sqr(F1_BALANCING.l(l1))]$(A1(i1,l1) ne 0)}; 

 

         Losses0_1_SPOT = Losses1_1_SPOT; 

         Losses1_1_SPOT = sum{l1, R1(l1)*sqr(F1_SPO T.l(l1))}; 

         Losses0_1_BALANCING = Losses1_1_BALANCING;  

         Losses1_1_BALANCING = sum{l1, R1(l1)*sqr(F 1_BALANCING.l(l1))}; 

 

         if ((SPOT_BALANCING.modelstat eq 4) OR (SP OT_BALANCING.modelstat eq 10), 

                  TOLERANCE = 5000; 

         ); 

 

         while(abs(losses1_1_SPOT-Losses0_1_SPOT) g t TOLERANCE OR 

abs(losses1_1_BALANCING-Losses0_1_BALANCING) gt TOL ERANCE, 

                  SOLVE SPOT_BALANCING USING MIP MI NIMIZING OF; 

                  LF1_SPOT(i1) = sum{l1, 2*R1(l1)*P TDF1(l1,i1)*sum{j1, 

PTDF1(l1,j1)*[G1.l(j1)-D1(j1)+(DCFLOW12_SPOT.l)$(or d(j1) eq 

2)+(DCFLOW13_SPOT.l)$(ord(j1) eq 3) 

                                                                                                             

+(DCFLOW14_SPOT.l)$(ord(j1) eq 23)]}}; 

                  DF1_SPOT(i1) = 1-LF1_SPOT(i1); 

                  E1_SPOT(i1) = sum{l1, [0.5*R1(l1) *sqr(F1_SPOT.l(l1))]$(A1(i1,l1) 

ne 0)}; 

 

                  LF1_BALANCING(i1) = sum{l1, 2*R1( l1)*PTDF1(l1,i1)*sum{j1, 

PTDF1(l1,j1)*[G1.l(j1)+dGup1.l(j1)+dGdown1.l(j1)-

(D1(j1)+dD1(j1))+(DCFLOW12_BALANCING.l)$(ord(j1) eq  2) 

                                                                                     

+(DCFLOW13_BALANCING.l)$(ord(j1) eq 3)+(DCFLOW14_BA LANCING.l)$(ord(j1) eq 23)]}}; 

                  DF1_BALANCING(i1) = 1-LF1_BALANCI NG(i1); 

                  E1_BALANCING(i1) =  sum{l1, 

[0.5*R1(l1)*sqr(F1_BALANCING.l(l1))]$(A1(i1,l1) ne 0)}; 

 

                  Losses0_1_SPOT = Losses1_1_SPOT; 

                  Losses1_1_SPOT = sum{l1, R1(l1)*s qr(F1_SPOT.l(l1))}; 

                  Losses0_1_BALANCING = Losses1_1_B ALANCING; 

                  Losses1_1_BALANCING = sum{l1, R1( l1)*sqr(F1_BALANCING.l(l1))}; 
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                  counter = counter + 1; 

                  if(counter >= 10, 

                          TOLERANCE = 100; 

                          counter = 0; 

                  ); 

                  if ((SPOT_BALANCING.modelstat eq 4) OR (SPOT_BALANCING.modelstat 

eq 10), 

                          TOLERANCE = 5000; 

                  ); 

         ); 

put OF.l, OC.l, dOC.l, TOLERANCE; 

); 

putclose data; 
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